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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND 

COOPERATION IN TEAMS

Seung-Weon Yoo

Under the supervision of Associate Professor Ella Mae Matsumura 

At the University o f Wisconsin-Madison

The purpose o f this dissertation is to examine the effects o f performance 

measurement systems and incentive schemes on team performance. This dissertation 

focuses on uses o f performance measures from an accounting perspective and examines the 

implications o f the nature of relationships among agents and their tasks for designing 

economically optimal performance measurement systems. First, in the presence of 

externalities, I show that team-based information systems are better than individual 

inform ation systems if  the effect o f the externality on agents’ performance is significantly 

large. Furthermore, even under individual information systems, it is shown that the 

principal may decide to reduce the accuracy o f information about individual performance 

because the negative effect o f individual information systems increases as the accuracy of 

individual information systems increases. Second, I examine the effect of the relationship 

between cooperation activities and individual productive activities on performance 

measurement systems. The results show that the benefit o f team-oriented performance 

measurement systems increases as the two types o f activities are more inseparable. As the
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two types o f activities become separable, however, the agents can free-ride on the benefit 

of the cooperation activities under team-oriented performance measurement systems and, 

hence, the benefit o f team-oriented performance measurement systems decreases. Finally,

I show that team-oriented performance measurement systems can be used to motivate the 

agents to exercise appropriate problem-solving efforts if  the errors associated with 

evaluation o f problem-solving activities are significantly large. Specifically, team-oriented 

performance measurement systems reinforce the agents’ incentives on problem-solving 

activities by supplementing the principal’s imperfect evaluation o f the agents’ problem

solving activities.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

l

Team-based organizational structures are frequently credited with contributing to 

corporate success in the current competitive business environment (e.g., Levine and Tyson, 

1990; Dumain, 1994). Successful adoptions o f team-based organizational structures are 

said to promote “cooperation” and “teamwork” among employees and to realize 

improvements in productivity, quality, and customer satisfaction. Furthermore, firms 

adopting potentially performance-improving new management concepts and manufacturing 

technologies, such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

(FMS), and lean production, are exhorted to transform their organizational structures from 

individual-oriented structures to team-based structures (e.g., Manz and Sims, 1993; Grant, 

Shani and Krishnan, 1994; Babson, 1995). Simple establishment o f  teams, however, may 

not be enough to realize expected “cooperation” and “teamwork”. Research in the field of 

human resource management argues that successful transformations to team-based 

organizational structures are determined by several organizational features, such as 

interactions among team members and their tasks, interrelationships among various teams, 

management structures, and performance measurement processes (e.g., Hackman, 1990; 

Dumain, 1994; M iller and Butler, 1996). In case o f transforming from individualistic 

organizational structures to team-based organizational structures, performance 

measurement systems are viewed as an especially important determinant o f effectiveness 

of teams (Morhman, Cohen, and Morhman Jr., 1995). As Magee (1986, p. 254) points out, 

“modifications o f  the accounting (performance measurement) system and/or bonus
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calculations and/or organizational structure” are important issues in improving firms’ 

overall performance.

Although team-oriented performance measurement systems are relatively well 

appreciated by practitioners and human resource management researchers, economic 

theories, including agency theory, have mostly focused on individual and competition- 

oriented performance measurement systems. For example, if  employees’ imperfect 

performance measures o f the employees’ unobservable efforts are positively correlated, 

under the optimal performance evaluation and reward system, each employee’s rewards 

decrease as the other employee’s performance increases (e.g., Holmstrom, 1982; 

Mookherjee, 1984). This competition-oriented performance measurement system is 

optimal for employers because it provides information on the common environmental 

effects on the employees’ performance, and therefore, reduces the incentive problems 

arising from the unobservability o f the employees’ efforts. It is, however, argued that 

competition-oriented performance measurement systems may be counterproductive, 

especially if  team members interact closely (e.g., Larson and LaFasto, 1989).

The purpose o f this dissertation is to examine the effects on team performance o f 

performance measurement systems and incentive schemes. This dissertation focuses on 

uses o f employees’ performance measures from an accounting perspective and examines 

the implications o f the nature o f relationships among employees and their tasks for 

designing economically optimal performance measurement systems. Specifically, the 

dissertation identifies the effects on employees* behavior and performance measurement
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systems o f publicly observable performance signals (in chapter 3), cooperation 

opportunities (in chapter 4), and problem-solving activities (in chapter 5).

hi chapter 3 ,1 examine the implications o f both decision-facilitating and decision- 

influencing roles o f individual performance measures for the design o f an optimal 

performance measurement system in a sequential production process using a principal- 

multiagent model. Information can serve a motivational or decision-influencing role 

because by evaluating employees’ individual performance, an employer can motivate the 

employees to strive for the success o f business, h i many cases, however, information 

about an employee’s performance is observed and used as input for decision making by the 

same or other employees, so that information serves a decision-facilitating role.

For example, consider sequentially interrelated production processes, in which the 

first employee supplies an intermediate product to the second employee, who in turn 

produces the final product using the intermediate product, h i this case, it is common that 

the second employee’s returns to effort increase as the first employee’s performance 

increases. In the presence o f this externality, information on the first employee’s 

individual performance has both a decision-influencing effect on the first employee’s 

decision making and a decision-facilitating effect on the second employee’s decision 

making. Examining these dual roles of individual performance measures, I show that 

team-based performance measures (e.g., gainsharing or profit sharing) are better than 

individual performance measures for motivating the second employee if  there exists a 

significantly large externality from the first employee’s performance. Specifically, team- 

based performance measures are superior when the second employee can utilize
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information about the first employee’s performance to maximize his own utility even 

though his decision is out o f alignment with the firm’s interests.1 This decision-facilitating 

effect o f the individual performance measure can increase the employer’s expected costs o f 

inducing the employee’s desirable effort if  the employer cannot penalize the employees’ 

poor performance sufficiently due to employees’ limited liability. Since the employer can 

be worse off by revealing information in this case, the employer chooses not to measure 

individual performance and focuses on the employees’ overall performance as a team.

Even under an individual information system, the employer may decide to reduce the 

accuracy o f the individual information system to reduce the negative effect o f individual 

performance measurement because the negative effect o f the individual information system 

increases as the accuracy o f the individual information system increases.

hi chapter 4 ,1 examine the effects o f the relationships between cooperation 

activities and individual productive activities on performance measurement systems using 

a principal-multiagent model. The cooperation activity is characterized as a task which 

improves the productivity o f the individual productive activities if  all interacting 

employees are cooperative. For example, consider a product designer and a salesperson 

whose performance measures are affected by some common environmental factors. If both 

employees are cooperative, the salesperson will provide information about target 

customers’ characteristics to the designer, and the designer will develop a product design

1 Christensen (1982) shows with a numerical example that acquiring pre-decision 
public information induces the agents to use it for their decision, which may make it more 
expensive for the principal to enforce the preferred action choice.
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which appeals to the target customers. In this case, their cooperation results in a better 

product design and greater customer acceptance. The benefits o f cooperative activities, 

however, cannot be realized either if  the salesperson decides not to provide information or 

if  the designer decides not to incorporate the salesperson’s information into the product 

design.

The results in chapter 4 show that the relationship between the cooperation 

activities and the individual productive activities determines the effectiveness o f team- 

oriented performance measurement systems. The relationship between the cooperation 

activities and the productive activity can be defined as “separable” if  the benefit o f the 

employees’ simultaneous cooperation can be realized without additional productive effort. 

For example^the designer can benefit from the salesperson’s cooperation regardless o f the 

salesperson’s sales activity. Conversely, the relationship is defined as “inseparable” if  the 

benefit o f the employees’ simultaneous cooperation is realized only with additional 

productive efforts. For example, the benefits o f the designer’s cooperation cannot be 

realized if  he decides not to concentrate on better designs.

In chapter 4 ,1 show that the benefits o f a team-oriented performance measurement 

systems increase as the two types o f activities are more inseparable. In the inseparable 

case, motivating the employees to cooperate reinforces the employees’ incentives on 

productive activities since the benefits of cooperation cannot be realized without desired 

productive activities, h i this case, team-oriented performance measurement systems are 

beneficial since they explicitly direct the employees’ attention to cooperation. As the two 

types o f activities become separable, the employees can free-ride on the benefit o f the
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cooperation activities under team-oriented performance measurement systems whereas 

competition-oriented performance measurement systems enable the employer to measure 

the effects o f the two types o f activities separately, and hence filter it out from employees’ 

wages. Therefore, competition-oriented performance measurement systems are beneficial 

for the employer as two types o f activities become separable. Furthermore, the team- 

oriented performance measurement system is optimal if  the effect o f the cooperation 

activity on the productive activities is significant. Otherwise, the benefits o f the 

competition-oriented performance measurement system in identifying the common 

environmental effects dominate the benefits o f the team-oriented performance 

measurement system in inducing desired cooperation.

hi chapter 5 ,1 examine the effects o f the nature o f tasks on performance 

measurement systems. Specifically, I examine the situations where (i) an employee’s 

effort affects both his and the other employee’s performance in sequential production and 

(ii) both employees are engaged in problem-solving activities. First, I show that the form 

of an employee’s optimal incentive contract depends on the effect o f the employee’s effort 

on performance measures, especially if  performance measures signal both his and the other 

employee’s performance. Using a similar characterization o f the production process as in 

chapter 3, the results show that the first employee’s reward increases as the second 

employee’s performance increases, as well as his own performance increases (i.e., 

cooperation-oriented performance evaluation). The second employee’s reward, however, 

increases as his own performance increases, but decreases as the first employee’s 

performance increases (i.e., competition-oriented performance evaluation) even though no
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common environmental effects are associated with the employees* tasks. Unlike the 

literature examining the effects o f a common environment (e.g., Holmstrom, 1982; 

Mookheijee, 1984), I show that a competition-oriented performance measurement system 

is used for the second employee’s performance evaluation to distinguish between the 

second employee’s contribution and the first employee’s contribution to the outcome of the 

second task.

The second model in chapter 5 examines the effects o f employees’ problem-solving 

activities on performance measurement systems. I examine the situation under which two 

employees are engaged in a problem-solving activity and its result can improve the 

outcomes o f their production tasks. Furthermore, it is assumed that the employer can 

subjectively evaluate the effectiveness o f the outcomes of the problem-solving task on 

production. In this case, if  the employer can accurately measure the effectiveness, the 

benefits o f competition-oriented performance evaluation outweigh the benefits o f team- 

oriented performance evaluation. Team-oriented performance measurement systems, 

however, become beneficial for motivating the employees to exercise proper problem

solving efforts if  the errors associated with the principal’s subjective assessment are 

significantly large. This is because team-oriented performance measurement systems 

reinforce the employees’ incentives on problem-solving activities by supplementing the 

employer’s imperfect evaluation o f the employees* problem-solving activities.

Several articles are closely related to this research. Holmstrom and Milgrom

(1990), Itoh (1991,1992,1993), Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1992), and Hemmer (1995) 

provide some explanations of the benefits o f team-oriented performance measurement
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systems. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990), Itoh (1991) and Ramakrishnan and Thakor 

(1992) show that full side-contracting can be optimal if  (i) employees can monitor each 

other's efforts and (ii) the effects o f common environmental factors are relatively small. 

Since the employees' monitoring ability provides an opportunity for risk sharing, the 

employer can be better off by delegating effort choices. Although mutual monitoring and 

risk sharing are important factors determining the benefits o f teams, this dissertation shows 

that team-oriented performance measurement systems can be beneficial even without 

mutual mom taring and risk sharing opportunities, h i fact, it is shown that the 

characteristics of relationships among the employees and their tasks can lead to the 

desirability of team-oriented performance measurement systems.

Itoh (1991,1992) and Hemmer (1995) model the possibility of technological 

interactions among employees and examine their effects on incentive contracts. Itoh

(1991) examines the possibility of an employee’s help ing” effort and shows that positive 

helping effort (defined as teamwork) and team-oriented performance measurement systems 

are optimal for the employer when there is a complementarity relation between helping 

effort and own effort. While Itoh (1991) examines the case that each employee can 

independently provide the other employee with helping effort, I model a synergy effect o f 

jo in t cooperation and the effects o f the relationship between the cooperation activity and 

the productive activity on the incentive contract. The results show that the relationship 

between the cooperation activities and the productive activities is an important determinant 

of the optimal performance measurement system. Furthermore, Itoh’s (1991,1992) model 

can be viewed as a special case in which the employer cannot assess the effectiveness o f
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problem-solving efforts and an employee’s problem-solving effort improves the outcome 

of the other employee’s task but does not improve the outcome o f his task. Finally, 

Hemmer (1995) examines an alternative case in which team-based evaluation is inevitable. 

Although he models a sequential production process, his model is restricted to the case in 

which the quality o f the intermediate product is unobservable, and hence only one 

performance measure (i.e., a team performance measure) is available given multiple tasks.

The following chapter reviews the literature regarding team structures, the 

effectiveness o f teams, and performance measurement systems. Chapter 3 examines the 

effects o f individual information systems on employees’ incentives. Chapter 4 determines 

the effects o f the relationships between cooperative activities and individual productive 

activities, and chapter 5 examines the effects o f the nature o f tasks on performance 

measurement systems. Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks.
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10

2.1 A Definition of “Team”

2.1.1 Definition

In the past decade, the use of teams in organizations has increased dramatically. 

This increase reflects changes in the competitive environment o f many organizations. 

Though the concept has attained a degree o f popularity with many organizations and 

researchers, there exist various definitions o f “team.” For example, Marschak and Radner 

(1972), in one o f the earlier attempts to establish a theory of teams, define “team” as an 

organization in which each member has only common interests but her/his decision is 

based on different information. Since the team members are assumed to share common 

goals and prior beliefs, Marschak and Radner’s model does not address possible 

motivational problems in a team. The team problem in their model is to design a team 

information structure to maximize the expected utility which is the common goal for the 

team members, taking account o f information costs. Others use “team” to describe a group 

o f people each o f whom takes charge o f a part o f the team’s performance but does not 

share common goals with the other team members. Team members are assumed to have 

different interests and, therefore, their decisions and actions are motivated to maximize 

their expected utility, not the team’s performance. The team problem examined under this 

definition is to design an incentive contract to motivate team members to take desired 

actions when their actions cannot be observed. Since it is assumed that their decisions and 

actions cannot be observed and contracted upon, team members are evaluated based on
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indirect performance measures: either individual performance measures (for example, 

Holmstrom, 1982; Sappington and Demski, 1983; Mookheijee, 1984), or a single team 

performance measure (for example, Itoh, 1993; Hemmer, 1995; Arya, Fellingham, and 

Glover, 1997).

A useful definition that captures the essence o f a “team” as used in this dissertation 

is provided by Mohrman, Cohen, and Mohrman Jr. (1995, p. 39): “A team is a group o f 

individuals who work together to produce products or deliver services for which they are 

mutually accountable.” Although this definition is somewhat broad, it highlights one 

important characteristic o f a team: mutual accountability. Each team member interacts 

with other team members not only to develop her/his goals but also to achieve these goals. 

Lack o f mutual accountability for their performance can prevent the achievement o f the 

goals set by team members.2 For example, a leading financial service company 

experiencing competitive problems developed a credible strategy to regain its competitive 

position (Katzenbach and Smith, 1993). The company’s Executive Committee, however, 

failed to overcome individualism and remained accountable only for individual 

performance. Even though each member o f the Executive Committee was competent in 

her/his area, the committee did not perform as a team and, therefore, failed to adopt the 

competitive strategy set for the company.

The team problem examined in this dissertation is a motivational problem (i.e., 

moral hazard) when team members’ actions are unobservable. Specifically, this

2 The implications o f mutual accountability for designing performance 
measurement systems are provided in section 2.2.
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dissertation examines the interrelationships between mutually-accountable performance 

measurement systems and team members’ incentives. Therefore, the “team” referred to in 

this dissertation is not the same as the “team” in Marschak and Radner’s model. 

Furthermore, a group o f people supplying input for a production process (as in Holmstrom, 

1982) is not classified as a “team” unless team members are mutually accountable for one 

or more performance measure(s). hi this dissertation, “teams” are defined as a group of 

people who supply input for a production process and who are mutually accountable for 

one or more performance goals.

2.1.2 Types o f teams

Within the broad definition o f “team,” it is useful to identify types o f teams and 

characteristics o f each type. Three basic types o f teams commonly identified in the 

literature are: (1) work teams, (2) problem-solving teams, and (3) management teams 

(Larson and LaFasto, 1989; Dumain, 1994; McGrath and Hollingshead, 1994; Mohrman, 

Cohen, and Mohrman Jr., 1995).3

Work teams perform the work that results in the design and delivery o f services or 

products. Following a well-defined plan, they perform day-to-day work, and tend to be 

permanent. I f  a work team is allowed to make decisions about the day-to-day work pace 

and execute actions autonomously to achieve its specific goals, it is described as a “self

managed” or “high-performance” team. Examples o f work teams are production teams,

3 It is reported that about two-thirds o f American firms use work-teams and 91% of 
American firms use problem-solving teams (Dumain, 1994).
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new product development teams, engineering teams, and sales and service teams. To be 

successful, work teams should have a high degree o f team member commitment and a clear 

set o f role and performance standards (Larson and LaFasto, 1989).

Problem-solving teams intend to identify and solve workplace problems. They 

have a specific mission and tend to be temporary, disbanding after they find a way to solve 

particular problems. Examples o f problem-solving teams are task forces and project teams. 

Since problem-solving teams are asked to find a way to resolve workplace problems, team 

members must rely heavily on each other’s specialties, suggestions, and creativity. 

Moreover, team members must develop a sense o f “trust” in their fellow team members 

(Larson and LaFasto, 1989) because o f the nature o f their team. For example, consider a 

team of a marketing manager and a production manager charged with identifying reasons 

for and finding solutions to poor customer acceptance o f a product. The marketing 

manager can easily blame the production manager for poor quality and, likewise, the 

production manager can blame the marketing manager for inappropriate marketing 

strategies. Unless team members overcome their attachments to their permanent function 

and build trust, it is unlikely that they will quickly succeed in finding ways to improve 

customer acceptance.

Finally, management teams are responsible for coordinating the activities o f 

independent teams. Such teams consist of managers from various functional areas, such as 

design, production, and sales, and provide direction to independent teams to achieve the 

organization’s goals. The Executive Committee in the previous section is an example o f a 

management team. Although the authority o f management teams comes from their formal
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hierarchical position, their success depends on their ability to identify the needs o f 

independent teams and coordinate those needs toward the organization’s ultimate goals 

(Mohrman, Cohen, and Mohrman Jr., 1995).

2.2 Effectiveness of Teams and Performance Measurement

There are many examples o f successful implementation o f team-oriented 

organizational designs. Service firms such as Federal Express and IDS have increased 

productivity up to 40% by adopting self-managed work teams (Dumain, 1994).

AlliedSignal Aerospace reported an 11% increase in their aerospace revenue from 

implementing a team-based approach in the marketing area (Wall Street Journal, Aug. 26, 

1996). Motorola, relying heavily on teams, succeeded in surpassing its Japanese 

competitors in cellular-phone markets by producing the world’s lightest, smallest, and 

highest-quality products (Katzenbach and Smith, 1993). A team-oriented approach at Lake 

Superior Paper Company resulted in the most successful start-up in the history o f the paper 

industry by delivering quality and productivity (Manz and Newstrom, 1990). It is, 

however, a well-known fact that team-oriented organizational structures are not always 

successful. As illustrated by the Executive Committee case in the previous section, a  team- 

oriented approach may not improve the organization’s performance and sometimes may 

increase interpersonal conflicts among team members. Therefore, it is important to 

identify the sources o f effectiveness in teams and the management characteristics o f 

successful team-oriented practices.
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The key to team success in the current competitive environment is “synergy

effects” or “cooperative performance increases.” Katzenbach and Smith (1993, p. 18)

summarize the sources o f such synergy effects as the following:

First, [teams] bring together complementary skills and experiences that, by 
definition, exceed those of any individual on the team ... Second,... teams 
establish communications ... [that make them] flexible and responsive to 
changing events and demands ... Third, teams provides a unique social 
dimension that enhances the economic and administrative aspects o f work 
[such as trust and confidence]... Finally, teams have more fu n ... [which] is 
integral to their performance.

It is noteworthy that “complementary skills” is a critical factor for an effective 

team.4 As recognized by Alchian and Demsetz (1972), a synergy which exists when final 

outputs o f team production are greater than the sum o f individual production is an 

important determinant o f an effective team.5 For example, Cheney, Sims, and Manz (1993) 

discuss the success o f total quality management teams at Texas Instruments Malaysia. 

Quality improvement teams at Texas Instruments Malaysia consist o f professionals with 

complementary skills and knowledge from different departments. These cross-functional 

teams not only succeed in solving problems at hand, but also eliminate interdepartmental 

barriers, thereby creating an atmosphere conducive to the successful adoption of quality

4 For example, Katzenbach and Smith (1993, p. 45) define a team as “a small 
number o f people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, 
performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable”. 
They categorize these complementary skills as follows: (1) diverse technical or functional 
expertise, (2) effective problem-solving and decision-making skills, and (3) interpersonal 
skills, including communication.

5 Alchian and Demsetz (1972, p. 779) define team production as “production in 
which (1) several types o f resources are used, (2) the production is not a sum of separable 
outputs o f each cooperating resource, [and] (3) not all resources used in team production 
belong to one person”.
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circles. Ultimately, Texas Instruments Malaysia succeeded in saving $50 million in 10 

years due to quality improvements and the reduction o f product cycle time by half. This 

successful implementation story illustrates how complementary skills among functionally 

different team members can contribute toward effective achievement o f team performance 

goals.

To realize these synergies, researchers suggest implementing team-oriented 

organizational structures. A related issue is the development o f reward systems that 

expand traditional individual-oriented performance measurement and reward systems 

(Ittner and Larcker, 1994; Johnson, 1992) to performance measurement systems that can 

provide both individual motivation and team-oriented incentives. Specifically, to promote 

successful teams, it is argued that performance measurement systems under team-oriented 

approaches should focus on mutual accountability to reward both team achievement and 

individual contributions without making team members compete with each other (Larson 

and LaFasto, 1989; Morhman, Cohen, and Morhman Jr. 1995).

Morhman, Cohen, and Morhman Jr. (1995) suggest several ways to accomplish this 

challenging task. First, employers can modify the individual-oriented performance system 

to accommodate a team-oriented organizational structure. For example, while maintaining 

individual performance measurement, employers can minimize the competitive features o f 

a reward system and tie together the rewards o f team members by using joint performance 

measurement. That is, each team member is rewarded not only for her/his own 

performance, but also for the other team members’ performance. The second approach is 

to identify a specific “team” performance measure in addition to individual measures, and
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to reward a bonus for “team” performance. Finally, employers can initiate “gainsharing” 

and “profit sharing” to direct team members toward the improvement of the firms’ overall 

performance.6 These practices are not mutually exclusive, but can all be used together. 

These practices are important because they motivate and tie each team member’s 

performance to the teams’ performance.

A major obstacle to successfully implementing team-oriented performance 

measurement systems based on mutual accountability is opportunistic behavior (e.g., free

riding).7 This obstacle accounts for the relatively few theoretical supports for team- 

oriented organizational approaches until recently.8 In binding each team member’s reward 

not only to individual success but also to team success, each team member receives a 

reward for other team members’ efforts as well as her/his own effort. Such a reward 

scheme may be effective in inducing cooperation if  each member is committed to the 

team’s success, but may, alternatively, provide incentives for each team member to free-

6 Gainsharing and profit sharing are reward systems which allow everyone in an 
organization to share in the economic value of the organization’s performance (Morhman, 
Cohen, and Morhman Jr. 199S).

7 Another obstacle suggested by some researchers and practitioners is “unfairness.” 
For example, Morhman, Cohen, and Morhman Jr. (1995, p. 232) argue that “employees are 
reluctant to give up their traditional sources of self-esteem and feelings of individual 
contribution and sense o f fair treatment. It feels wrong that they should be rewarded for 
what the group accomplishes, especially if  the team is held back because o f weak 
individual performance from others or if  the team succeeds because o f their own 
extraordinary performance.”

8 Recently, some economists have tried to provide theoretical explanations for 
team-oriented approaches. See Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990); Itoh (1991,1992, and
1993); Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991); Arya, Fellingham, and Glover (1997); and Che 
and Yoo (1997). These papers are discussed in the next section.
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ride on the other team members’ effort without exercising her/his due effort. As a result, 

team-oriented approaches may produce outcomes worse than those found in an 

individualistic reward system. Specifically, motivating each member’s individual effort, 

not to mention cooperation, becomes costly for employers because o f the opportunities for 

free-riding if  team-oriented approaches are used. Furthermore, by focusing on team 

performance rather than individual performance, information systems under team-oriented 

approaches may not be able to produce requisite information for employers to evaluate 

their employees.

Although team-oriented performance measurement systems tend to promote 

employee free-riding, those systems are frequently evaluated as superior systems to 

individualistic performance measurement systems by practitioners, psychologists, and 

social scientists. This dissertation, using a principal-multiagent model, examines 

conditions under which mutually-accountable performance measures (i.e., team 

performance measures) are adapted to induce proper decision making and performance 

among employees. Specifically, this dissertation identifies the effects o f information (in 

chapter 3) and relationships among employees and their tasks (in chapters 4 and 5) on 

team-oriented performance measurement systems.

2.3 Performance Measurement and Teams

2.3.1 Information system

In a single-period single-agent model, it is argued that the principal is never worse 

off, and is generally better off if  she uses all available post-decision information for
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performance measurement. For example, Holmstrom (1979) shows that an additional 

(costless) post-decision performance signal y  is valuable if  an existing performance signal x  

is not a sufficient statistic o f (x, y). Since these post-decision performance signals are used 

to evaluate the agent’s unobservable efforts and motivate the agent, Demski and Feltham 

(1976) refer to this as information’s decision-influencing role.

The decision-influencing role of post-decision information has formed the 

foundation for developments in theories of costly conditional monitoring policies (for 

example, Baiman and Demski, 1980; Dye, 1986; Kim and Suh, 1992) and o f costly 

unconditional monitoring policies (for example, Baiman and Raj an, 1994). Assuming the 

hyperbolic-absolute-risk-aversion (HARA) family utility function, Baiman and Demski 

(1980) examine the principal’s choice of the probability o f variance investigation 

contingent upon the agent’s observed performance.9 They show that the optimal 

monitoring system is either a lower-tailed or upper-tailed "bang-bang" investigation policy. 

That is, additional information is acquired if  output (costless information) falls below or 

rises above some critical level. Dye (1986) also shows that a lower-tailed monitoring 

policy is optimal if  the available monitoring system is costly but perfect. I f  the monitoring 

system is not perfect, the policy is optimal given additional assumptions on the utility 

function and the monitoring system. Kim and Suh (1992) examine the principal’s choice

9 If an agent’s utility function F(z) is a member o f the HARA family, F(z) = [l/(q- 
l)][p+qz][KI/q)I, where p and q are parameters and z  is the agent’s compensation. This class 
includes power, exponential, and logarithm utility functions and, hence, includes utility 
functions with increasing, decreasing, or constant absolute or relative risk-aversion 
(Baiman and Demski, 1980; Young, 1986; Baiman and Raj an, 1994). Young (1986) 
examines conditions under which Baiman and Demski’s (1980) results hold without 
assuming HARA utility functions.
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of the level o f monitoring investment, not the probability o f variance investigation. They 

show that the optimal level o f monitoring investment depends on the monitoring 

technology. Monitoring investment decreases in the observed performance if  the marginal 

precision o f the monitoring system increases as monitoring investment increases (“concave 

monitoring technology”). If the marginal precision o f the monitoring system is constant 

(“linear monitoring technology”), however, monitoring investment is bang-bang in nature. 

That is, the principal invests all or never invests in the monitoring system depending on the 

agent’s performance.

While the above research on conditional monitoring policies assumes that the 

principal has a primary costless information system and examines the optimal design o f a 

costly additional information system, Baiman and Rajan (1994) examine the optimal 

design o f primary costly information systems without a costlessly available signal. 

Restricting the agent’s utility function to a subset o f the HARA family, they show that the 

optimal costly information system is designed to make the probability o f the Type I error 

associated with the agent’s desirable behavior smaller than the probability o f the Type II 

error associated with the agent’s undesirable behavior. For example, under the optimal 

information system, the probability o f reporting “shirking” given that the agent worked 

hard is less that the probability o f reporting “hard-working” given that the agent shirked. 

This result identifies a situation in which it is optimal to motivate the agent by using the 

“carrot” rather than the “stick.”

In addition to information’s decision-influencing role, information may be provided 

to the agent before his decision making to improve his decision making. Demski and
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Feltham (1976) refer to this use o f pre-decision information as information’s decision- 

facilitating role. Several papers examine the implications o f information’s decision- 

facilitating role on the design o f information systems facing the agent’s private information 

(for example, Baiman and Demski, 1980; Christensen, 1981; Baiman, May, and Mukherji, 

1990) or public information (for example, Christensen, 1982). Baiman and Demski (1980) 

examine the value o f the agent’s private-and-perfect pre-decision information. They show 

that the agent’s private pre-decision information is valuable only under the restrictive 

conditions and, furthermore, they can show only necessary conditions due to their model 

specifications.

Assuming the agent’s limited liability, Baiman, May, and Mukherji (1990) model 

the agent's reporting decision about his private pre-decision information (i.e., the state 

realization). They show that the principal's wealth increases as a costless information 

system’s ability to detect the agent’s lying increases. Furthermore, they also find that the 

agent's wealth may increase in the ability of detecting lying because o f the agent’s limited 

liability. The principal pays the minimum wage set by the agent’s limited liability under a 

unfavorable state and requires low performance, hi contrast, under a favorable state, the 

principal pays “excess returns” above the minimum wage and requires higher performance. 

If the principal wants to increase the performance requirement under the unfavorable state 

in order to increase her wealth, the difference in the performance requirements decreases 

and it may be optimal to increase the agent’s excess returns to provide proper incentives 

under the favorable state since the principal cannot lower the agent’s wage below the 

minimum wage. In this case, as the costless information system’s ability to detect the
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agent’s lying increases, the agent’s report about the state realization becomes believable 

and the principal’s incentive to increase the agent’s excess returns increases. Therefore, it 

is possible to have the situations where both the principal and the agent are strictly better 

off as the costless information system’s ability to detect lying increases.

Christensen (1981) examines the situation in which the agent has private pre

decision information about the state realization and the principal required for the agent to 

report his private information. He shows that the principal is not always better off by 

supplying the agent with a “finer” information system.10 Although the finer information 

system is desirable if  the agent uses information for decision making, it is not desirable if  

the agent uses information for shirking behavior. I f  the agent uses information from the 

finer information system for shirking, the principal is better off by preventing the use o f the 

agent’s finer information system, if  possible. Furthermore, Christensen (1982) shows with 

numerical examples that pre-decision public information (which is observable by both the 

principal and the agent) may induce the agent to use it for his shirking decision and, 

therefore, may make it more expensive for the principal to induce the preferred action 

choice.

In summary, research on the design o f information systems shows that costless 

post-decision information is beneficial for the principal and even a costly information 

system is valuable depending on the situation, while pre-decision information may not be

10 Marschak and Radner (1972, p. S3) define “fineness” such that “o f two given 
information structures, and r\2, “Hi is 05f ine as q2 if  q, is a subpartition o f r|2; that is, if  
every set in T|t is contained in some set in r\2. (Thus q , tells us all that q 2 can tell, and 
possibly more besides.) If q, and r\2 are distinct, and is as fine as r\2, then we shall say 
that r|j is finer than r|2.”
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beneficial even if  information is costless and observed by both the principal and the 

agent.11 It is, however, common that information has both the decision-influencing and 

decision-facilitating roles in a multiagent setting. For example, consider a sequential 

production process in which the outcome o f an agent’s task is used as an input for the other 

agent’s task, hi this situation, information about the outcome o f the first agent’s task is 

post-decision information for the first agent (i.e, decision-influencing feature), but pre

decision information for the other agent (i.e., decision-facilitating feature).

Chapter 3 in this dissertation examines the possible conflicting effects o f the 

information’s decision-influencing and decision-facilitating roles on agents’ behavior by 

modeling several issues with respect to specialized production processes and their 

associated information systems. Specifically, I examine conditions under which 

performance measures based only on joint outcomes (team-performance based measures) 

can be superior to performance measures based on individual outcomes (individual 

performance measures) in specialized but interrelated production processes. For example,

11 Sometime, post-decision information is not beneficial for the principal. For 
example, Cremer (1995) shows that additional post-decision information about the agent’s 
ability makes it impossible for the principal to commit herself on a strong incentive 
contract which includes a credible threat to fire the agent given sub-par performance 
regardless of the agent’s ability. I f  a signal from a post-decision information system 
reveals that the reason behind sub-par performance is not the agent’s ability but 
environmental, then the principal clearly wants to rehire the agent in the next period to 
avoid the uncertainty associated with a new agent’s ability. If  the principal use this post
decision information system, she cannot commit herself to the “firing threat”although she 
may be benefited by information about the agent’s ability. If the benefits o f committing 
the “firing threat” is bigger than the benefits o f detecting the agent’s true ability, the 
principal commits herself not to use post-decision information by intentionally increasing 
the costs o f producing post-decision information.
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incentive contracts like gainsharing or profit-sharing focus on the team’s overall 

performance, ignoring individual contribution. Chapter 3 provides reasons why team- 

oriented organizational approaches tend to ignore individual information and focus on the 

aggregated information about team performance.

2.3.2 Employee relationships

Researchers viewing firms as a group o f interacting people working to achieve a 

goal have extensively examined the interrelationships among employees and associated 

incentive contracts. The researchers model various types o f relationships between 

employees, and, consequently, recommend different types o f teams and associated 

compensation schedules to motivate agents. Table 2-1 summarizes many types o f 

employee relationships and team concepts that have been examined in the literature. The 

employee relationships examined in the literature can be categorized as follows: (1) 

common environmental factors, (2) mutual monitoring, and (3) synergies, including a 

helping task.

The first category, indirect relationships based on common environmental factors, 

involves a group of people who do not need direct interaction, but are subject to common 

business factors. They are called a “team” because an aggregated outcome of their efforts 

constitutes the outcome o f a business unit. For example, consider two regional auto 

marketing managers who are responsible for New York and Southern California, 

respectively. While they need not interact due to locational difference, their performance is 

influenced by some common environmental factors, such as general economic conditions,
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Table 2-1: "Team" Papers

A. Employee Relationships

Compensation
forms

Full side-contracting Joint performance evaluation 
(cooperation)

Relative performance evaluation

(1) Common
environmental
shocks

Lazear & Rosen (1981) 
Holmstrom (1982)
Green & Stokey (1983) 
Mookheijee (1984)
Demski & Sappington (1984) 
Lazear (1989)

(2) Mutual 
monitoring

Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990) 
Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1992) 
Itoh (1992)

Che and Yoo (1997)

(3) Synergies 
including a 
helping task

Itoh (1991)
Itoh (1992) 
Hemmer (1995)

Is)
U\
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Table 2-1: "Team" Papers 
(continued)

B. Model Specifications o f‘Team” Papers

Continuous effort/ 
continuous output

Holmstrom (1982) 
Nalebuff & Stiglitz (1983) 
Green & Stokey (1983) 
Lazear (1989)

Hemmer (1995)
Itoh (1992)
Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987,1990,1991) 
Chapter 5 in this dissertation

Continuous effort/ 
discrete output

Lazear & Rosen (1981)
Itoh (1991,1993)
Ramakrishnan & Thakor (1991)

Discrete effort/ 
discrete output

Arya, Fellingham, and Glover (1997) 
Che and Yoo (1997)
Chapters 3 and 4 in this dissertation

t  Assume exponential utility function and multi-normal distribution.
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competition from other car makers, management philosophy, etc. Since the two marketing 

managers' performance is affected by environmental factors, an organizational structure 

and compensation scheme are supposed to isolate and identify these factors.

The literature that examines this type o f relationship often identifies conditions 

under which relative performance evaluation is recommended to motivate team members. 

Specifically, assuming that agents cannot observe the environmental shocks before 

choosing effort levels, Holmstrom (1982) analyzes the moral hazard problem in a firm 

which is defined as a group o f individuals organized so that their productive inputs are 

related in terms o f the stochastic dependency among the individual tasks. He shows that, 

under the optimal incentive contract, the principal pays each agent contingent on his 

performance relative to the others (i.e., relative performance evaluation) if  an agent’s 

performance measure x  is not a sufficient statistic o f (x, y), where y  is the performance 

measures o f the other agents.12 If the performance measures of the agents are positively 

correlated to each other and satisfy the monotone likelihood ratio property, each agent’s 

compensation decreases as another agent’s performance increases since an agent's 

performance provides information about common environmental shocks affecting the other 

agents’ states o f nature. Other researchers, such as Lazear and Rosen (1980), Green and 

Stokey (1983), and Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983), have studied relative performance 

evaluation in the context o f the interrelationship based on common environmental factors.13

12 Moohkeq'ee (1984) documents similar results.

13 Lazear and Rosen (1980) show that an advantage o f relative performance 
evaluation systems is that they can e liminate compensation variance caused by the

(continued...)
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They show that relative performance evaluation schemes can dominate independent 

contracts (e.g., piece rates) when the underlying production uncertainties for agents are 

correlated. The above papers show that the advantages o f relative performance evaluation 

schemes are decreasing agents' risk from common environmental shocks and reducing 

information asymmetry problems.

Throughout this dissertation, relative performance evaluation is defined as 

incentive schemes under which each agent’s compensation decreases as another agent’s 

performance increases.14 For example, under relative performance evaluation, the New 

York marketing manager's compensation decreases as the Southern California marketing 

manager's performance increases. Furthermore, rank-order tournaments are considered the 

extreme form o f relative performance evaluation.

Although relative performance evaluation may appeal to some employers, it is not 

exactly a team-oriented performance evaluation system. The fundamental mechanism

13(...continued)
common exogenous factors among agents and encourage increased effort. Green and 
Stokey (1983) and Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983) examine the situation in which agents 
observe environmental factors before choosing efforts (i.e., information asymmetry 
between a principal and agents). Green and Stokey (1983) argue that whereas tournaments 
reduce an agent's risk from the common uncertainty factors, they also increase the risk by 
relating an agent's rewards to other agents' idiosyncratic random factors. Therefore, they 
conclude that the relative advantage o f tournaments depends on which effect dominates. 
Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983) argue the important characteristic of relative performance 
evaluation schemes is their flexibility. That is, while the agents' expected rewards do not 
vary with changes in the common environmental factors, the agents' effort levels do. 
Therefore, relative performance evaluation schemes (typically tournaments) are able to 
flexibly adjust incentives in response to common changes in the environments.

14 Itoh (1991,1992) and Choi (1993) use similar characterizations o f relative 
performance evaluation.
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driving relative performance evaluation is competition among employees and, therefore, 

relative performance evaluation is not consistent with the notion of cooperative teams. As 

discussed in section 2.2, it is argued that team-oriented performance measurement systems 

emphasize team members’ mutual accountability, not competition. Furthermore, research 

on relative performance evaluation tends to focus only on the indirect environmental 

relationship among agents since their models do not explicitly recognize a production 

setting or a direct interaction among agents. Because modem manufacturing processes 

require close interactions among agents, simple environmental relationships are not enough 

to explain today's team-oriented organizational structure.

The second category o f employee relationships examined in several recent papers is 

mutual monitoring within a team. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990), Itoh (1992,1993), and 

Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1992) examine the possibility o f full side-contracting. Full 

side-contracting means that agents are able to contract with each other based on commonly 

observable events, thereby inducing cooperation among the agents if  the agents are able to 

observe each other’s effort choices. If  the principal and the agents share the same 

information, full side-contracting has no value for the principal (Holmstrom and Milgrom, 

1990). In contrast, if the employees have information which cannot be observed and 

contracted upon by the principal, then the principal may be better off by contracting with 

the team as a whole and allowing the agents to contract with each other based on their 

private information. Since each team member can observe the other members’ effort due 

to their close and frequent interactions, the possibility o f effort monitoring constitutes team
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members’ unique private information.15 As a result, it can be beneficial for the principal to 

compensate a team as a whole and to allow team members to determine the specific tasks 

and compensation allocations among them without the principal's intervention.

Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990), Itoh (1992,1993) and Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1992) 

show that full side-contracting can be optimal if  the agents can monitor each other's efforts 

and the effects of common environmental factors are relatively small. Since the agents' 

monitoring ability provides an opportunity for risk sharing among the agents, the principal 

can be better off by delegating effort choices. If the effects o f common environmental 

factors are relatively large, however, then relative performance evaluation is better than full 

side-contracting. Furthermore, Itoh (1992,1993) considers a situation where team 

performance measurement is inevitable, that is, where the outcomes o f individual tasks are 

not observable to the principal while the total outcome is publicly observable. He shows 

that additional individual performance measures are not valuable for the principal when the 

agents side-contract, under the assumption that the production is technologically 

independent, the agents are identical, and the environmental factors are stochastically 

independent.

Arya, Fellingham, and Glover (1997) and Che and Yoo (1997) examine the effects 

of mutual monitoring in a multiperiod setting. Specifically, they note that continuous 

interactions among team members provide an opportunity to develop an implicit penalty 

scheme (e.g., peer pressure) for a free-rider. By assuming mutual monitoring and

15 Another possibility o f superior information is examined by Varian (1990). He 
shows that the principal can benefit from side-contracting if  the employees share 
information about the state o f nature which is not observable by the principal.
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multiperiod interactions, Arya, Fellingham, and Glover (1997) show that a team-oriented 

incentive scheme is preferable to an individualistic incentive scheme. They assume only 

uncorrelated individual performance measures are available; consequently, there is no 

possibility of relative performance evaluation. Furthermore, they demonstrate that the 

principal can be better off by using two different compensation schemes for each period: 

strict team incentives for the first period and individual incentives for the second period.

By allowing the agents to use individual incentives as a penalty scheme, the principal is 

able to use the team-oriented incentive scheme, under which the principal pays lower 

compensation and, hence, provides weaker incentive than the individual incentive scheme.

In contrast, Che and Yoo (1997) assume a common environmental shock and 

compare the benefits o f a competitive incentive scheme (e.g., relative performance 

evaluation or tournaments) to a cooperative incentive scheme (e.g., joint performance 

measurement). Under joint performance measurement, an agent’s compensation increases 

as another agent’s performance increases. Che and Yoo (1997) examine conditions under 

which the benefits o f agents’ implicit penalty based on mutual monitoring can be realized. 

They show that there exists a cut-off value for measures o f the degree of common 

environmental factor such that a team-oriented cooperative incentive contact is preferred to 

relative performance evaluation if  and only if the degree o f common environmental factor 

is lower than the threshold level. If  the degree o f common environmental factor is 

sufficiently low, the principal can enhance her wealth by making each agent accountable 

for the other agents' performance (i.e., team-oriented incentive contracts) since only team- 

oriented incentive contracts utilize the agents' monitoring ability and implicit penalty.
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The third category o f agent relationships examined in the literature is technological 

synergies among team members. Itoh (1991,1992) examines the possibility of a “helping” 

effort to explain team-oriented task allocation and incentive contracts. In his model, each 

agent is assumed to be responsible for two tasks, "own effort" and "helping effort", and the 

tasks are assumed to be independent o f each other. Each agent’s helping effort is assumed 

to increase the productivity o f the other agent's own effort. For example, consider a 

relationship between a computer designer and a quality controller. The product designer’s 

main task is designing, but he can assist the quality controller by providing advice based on 

his knowledge about the design. Therefore, the computer designer’s advice can be viewed 

as a helping effort which can save testing costs. Itoh (1991,1992) shows that positive 

helping effort, which he defines as teamwork, is optimal to the principal when there is a 

complementarity relation between own effort and helping effort. That is, positive helping 

effort is desirable if  an agent’s increase in his helping effort increases the productivity of 

the other agent's own effort. In this case, the agent’s compensation should be based on the 

performance measures o f both tasks, and it should be increasing in both measures (i.e., 

joint performance evaluation) rather than decreasing in the other agent's performance 

measure as in relative performance evaluation. Teamwork is optimal even in the case of 

free-riding, with respect to helping effort, if  the resulting decrease in an agent's own effort 

reduces the costs o f own effort sufficiently.

Hemmer (199S) examines an alternative case in which team performance 

evaluation is inevitable. That is, only one performance measure is observable despite 

multiple tasks. Hemmer (1995) models a sequential production process and the effect o f
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productivity on the organizational structure. He also assumes that the first agent's quality- 

enhancing effort has a cost-reducing effect on the second agent’s task, or a technological 

synergy. He shows that the principal can induce the agents to increase quality-enhancing 

effort if: (1) it is possible to assign both tasks to both agents and (2) high productivity 

enables high volume with relatively lower quantity-enhancing effort. Although the 

sequential production process is an important characteristic of manufacturing processes, 

Hemmer’s concept o f team is limited to craftsmanship. Craftsmanship implicitly assumes 

all agents are able to perform all phases o f the manufacturing process, counter to the notion 

of specialization which is an important characteristic o f many modem manufacturing 

processes. Moreover, since all manufacturing tasks are performed by every agent, 

craftsmanship highlights interrelationships among tasks, but not interrelationships among 

agents. For example, Hemmer’s (1995) model specifies an effect o f the outcome o f the 

first product on the second product in terms o f quality, but there need not be any 

interaction between the two agents because each agent performs both tasks.

Although the above research on the effects o f synergies illustrates a benefit of 

team-oriented performance evaluation, it is limited to synergies stemming from “helping” 

effort. Chapters 4 and 5 in this dissertation examine the effects o f various synergies 

stemming from relationships among agents and their tasks on incentive contracts. 

Specifically, I establish characteristics o f performance measurement systems under which 

the benefits of agents’ mutual cooperation (chapter 4) can be efficiently realized, and 

examine the effects o f task relationships on performance measurement system (chapter 5). 

By exam ining the effects o f the characteristics o f relationships among agents and their
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tasks on team-oriented performance measurement systems, chapters 4 and 5 provide 

conditions under which team-oriented organizational approaches are successful in 

improving organizations’ overall performance.
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Chapter 3. Information Systems and Teams

3.1 Introduction

Recently, firms have been adopting new management concepts and manufacturing 

technologies such as Total Quality Management (TQM), Just-In-Time (JIT), and Flexible 

Manufacturing Systems (FMS) to improve their performance. Implementing these 

concepts and technologies often involves extensive use o f teams. For example, TQM 

emphasizes horizontal structures (e.g., cross-functional teams) rather than vertical 

organization structure (Grant, Shani and Krishnan, 1994). Team-oriented approaches are 

suggested to encourage positive interaction among manufacturing production members 

who have closely-related specialties and are working toward a common goal. The team- 

oriented approach, however, is not always successfully nor extensively used. For example, 

a survey of FORTUNE 1,000 firms shows that 68% use self-managed teams; yet only 10% 

of the workers are in such teams (Dumaine, 1994). This result suggests that team-oriented 

organizational structures may be beneficial only in specific environments.16

The purpose o f this chapter is to examine the economic benefits o f team-oriented 

information systems in different manufacturing environments and in relationships among 

employees. One o f the characteristics o f team-oriented organizational approaches is that 

they tend to ignore individual information and focus on aggregated information about team 

performance. For example, incentive contracts like gainsharing or profit-sharing focus on

16 Dumaine (1994) suggests that only the use o f "the right team for the right job" 
can overcome the drawbacks o f die team approach.
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the team’s overall performance, ignoring individual contributions (Mohrman, Cohen, and 

Mohrman Jr., 199S). Since optimal organization structures and information systems 

depend on business environments and relationships among employees, it is important to 

identify these relationships and examine the optimality o f different types o f information 

systems. Specifically, this chapter examines employee relationships based on specialized 

tasks and an externality.

It is argued that the principal is never worse off, and is in general better off if  she 

uses all available information for employee’ performance measurement, especially if  

information systems produce post-decision information (Holmstrom, 1979). The decision- 

influencing feature o f post-decision information allows the principal to motivate 

employees more efficiently. In many cases, however, information about an employee's 

performance is observed and used by the same or other employees as pre-decision 

information. In the case of work teams, which consist o f members with specialities, each 

member’s performance affects the other members' productivity. For example, Abramis 

(1990, p. 39) reports that in “Datron” team, a semiconductor manufacturing team, members 

are “highly dependent on one another to accomplish the team's work; if  one member falls 

behind in his or her work, others were unable to do theirs”. Thus, there exists an 

externality between team members. High performance on a task is critical to the other 

tasks’ success, even though each task can be performed only by a highly specialized 

member.17 Therefore, information about an agent’s individual performance is not only

17 Another example is manufacturing "cells". The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 24,
1994) reports that many Japanese and U.S. companies implement these hybrid lines. For

(continued...)
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post-decision information for the agent, but pre-decision information for another agent. In 

this case, it is not always beneficial to have pre-decision information even if  information is 

costless and publicly observable. For example, as Christensen (1982) shows with a 

numerical example, acquiring pre-decision public information enables the agents to use it 

for their decision, which may make it more expensive for the principal to enforce the 

preferred action choice.

This chapter examines both the decision-facilitating and decision-influencing roles 

of individual performance measures by modeling several issues with respect to specialized 

production processes and their associated information systems. Specifically, I examine 

conditions under which performance measures based on joint outcomes (team-performance 

based measures) can be superior to performance measures based on individual outcomes 

(individual performance measures) in specialized, but interrelated production processes. In 

the model of a principal and two agents, the externalities between the agents’ performances 

are specified in terms o f a probability structure. Also, the agents' limited liability is 

assumed to capture the principal's limited ability to penalize the agents in a manufacturing 

environment. By introducing the agents’ adaptive behaviors following an individual 

performance report, I present specific conditions under which an imperfect individual- 

performance inspection system leads to inefficient results, given externality in the 

production processes and the agents' limited liability. First, it is shown that team-based

I7(...continued)
example, Sony forms a snail-shaped shop for four workers and makes them assemble an 
entire camera themselves. Sony reports 10% higher output on this experimental line than 
on a conventional one. Also, in a survey o f 1,042 American plants, 34% report "moderate 
or extreme" success with assembly cells.
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performance measures are better than individual performance measures for motivating an 

agent if: (1) the realization o f the externality increases as the agent’s effort increases, or (2) 

the realization o f the externality decreases as the agent’s effort increases and the effects o f 

the agent on his performance decreases as the other agent’s performance increases. In both 

cases, the agent utilizes information about the other agent’s performance to decide his 

effort level. This decision-facilitating effect o f the individual information increases the 

principal’s expected costs o f inducing the agent’s desirable effort. If the principal cannot 

sufficiently penalize the agents’ poor performance and individual information can be used 

for the agents’ adaptive decision making, the principal can be worse off by revealing 

information. Furthermore, as the accuracy o f the individual information system increases, 

the negative effect of the individual information system increases. If the principal can 

commit herself not to reveal individual information before the second agent makes an 

effort decision, individual performance measures are valuable. As such a commitment 

often is not possible under the most information systems, the principal may decide not to 

use individual performance measures or to delay inspection until all production processes 

are finished. At an extreme, instead o f relying on in-house information systems, the 

principal may rely on markets to ascertain the agents’ performance.

There are several articles which examine the implications of team-oriented 

information systems on performance measurement and incentives. Itoh (1992,1993) 

considers a situation where team performance measurement is inevitable, that is, where the 

outcomes o f individual tasks are not observable to the principal while the total outcome is 

publicly observable. He shows that additional individual performance measures are not
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valuable for the principal when the agents side-contracting, under the assumptions that the 

production is technologically independent, the agents are identical, and the environmental 

factors are stochastically independent. I f  the principal and the employees share the same 

information, full side-contracting has no value for the principal (Holmstrom and Milgrom, 

1990). If the employees have private information which cannot be observed and contracted 

upon by the principal, however, the principal may be better off by allowing the employees 

to make a side-contract based on their private information. Since each team member can 

observe the other members’ effort due to their close and frequent interactions, the 

possibility o f effort monitoring constitutes team members’ unique private information.18 

As a result, it can be beneficial for the principal to compensate a team as a whole and to 

allow team members to determine the specific tasks and compensation allocations among 

them without the principal's intervention.19 Given Itoh’s (1992, 1993) assumptions, he 

argues that side-contracting, which he defined as “delegated cooperation”, is an efficient 

mechanism which eliminates collusion problems between the supervisor and the agents. 

While Itoh’s (1992,1993) conclusions are based on the assumptions o f mutual monitoring

18 Another possibility o f superior information is examined by Varian (1990). He 
shows that the principal can benefit from side-contracting if  the employees share 
information about the state o f nature, which is not observable by the principal.

19 Some papers examine the implications o f mutual monitoring on incentive 
contracts. For example, Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990), Itoh (1991) and Ramakrishnan 
and Thakor (1992) show that full side-contracting can be optimal if  (1) the agents can 
monitor each other’s efforts and (2) the effects o f common environmental factors are 
relatively small. Since the agents' monitoring ability provides an opportunity for risk 
sharing, the principal can be better off by delegating effort choices. I f  the effects of 
common environmental factors are relatively large, however, then RPE is better than full 
side-contracting.
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and side-contracting, this chapter shows that team-oriented information systems can be 

better if  there are externalities between the agents and the agents have limited liability.

Hemmer (1995) also examines the situation wherein quality cannot be measured 

internally and, consequently, the only performance measure is quantity. He models a 

sequential production process and the effect o f productivity on the organizational structure. 

Also, he assumes the first agent's quality-enhancing effort has a cost-reducing effect on the 

second agent's task, in other words, technological synergies. Hemmer shows that the 

principal can induce higher quality-enhancing effort if  it is possible to assign both tasks to 

both agents and if  high productivity enables high volume with relatively lower quantity- 

enhancing effort. While his sequential production setting is similar to the model used in 

this paper, Hemmer assumes that quality is not measurable and, therefore, eliminates the 

possibility o f quality-based information systems and the value o f additional information.

Although it is not a team-related study, Cremer (1995) shows that additional 

information about employees’ ability and performance makes it impossible for the 

principal to commit herself to a strong incentive contract: for example, the principal cannot 

threaten employees with termination given sub-par performance regardless o f their efforts. 

If information reveals an employee is productive and the reason behind sub-par 

performance is environmental rather than less effort, then the principal clearly wants to 

rehire the employee in the next period to avoid the uncertainty associated with a new 

employee. By not using this efficient and costless information system, the principal 

commits herself to the “firing” threat and provides a stronger incentive to the employees.

As in Cremer’s (1995) model, this chapter incorporates the principal’s limited ability to
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punish agents. This chapter, however, specifically addresses information systems on 

individual performance, which are not an issue in Cremer’s (1995) paper. While his model 

considers the investigation o f an agent’s productivity, which is not known to either the 

principal or the agent, this chapter evaluates the value o f information systems about 

individual performance on an agent’s decision making.

The following section explains the model. Section 3.3 characterizes the individual 

information system and the team information system. Section 3.4 examines the optimality 

of team-oriented information systems. Extensions and a brief summary are provided in 

Section 3.5.

3.2 Model

This section examines a discrete model to study the effect o f inspection on the 

second agent's behavior given workers' limited liability. The discrete model assumes an 

implicit relationship between agents through the probability of success. Table 3-1 

summarizes the notation.

Suppose the following model of a production process. There are a principal and 

two agents, indexed *'=1,2. Each agent takes an unobservable action (i.e., effort), ex. Effort 

levels can be high (h for agent 1 and H for agent 2) or low (/fo r agent 1 and L  for agent 2). 

As a result, agent i produces one unit o f product i, which has quality level x{. The first 

product is an intermediate good which has no market value, but is used to produce the 

second and valuable product. The quality o f the intermediate product, x x, is determined by 

ex together with a random state o f nature e, (i.e., x x = x ,^ ,  €,)). The quality o f the final
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Table 3-1: Notation

x, = quality level o f product 1.
xg= good-quality product 1; xb = 6ad-quality product 1.

x2 = quality level o f product 2.
xG = ̂ ood-quality product 2; xB =  had-quality product 2.

— profit from Xj.

s,(*) = first agent's wage as a function o f It or x2, or both. 
s2(’) = second agent's wage as a function o f x2 or both x2 and It.
Uj(') -  agent / s  utility as a function o f W{ and e{.
C j(-) = agent / s  disutility as a function o f e{.
EUP = principal's expected utility.
EU^ = agent I's expected utility.

I = inspection outcome.
Ig = good-quality of x, suggested by the inspection system;
Ib = bad-quality o f xt suggested by the inspection system.

e, = first agent's effort level.
ej, = high effort level by agent 1; e, = low effort level by agent 1.

&2 = second agent's effort level.
eu = high effort level by agent 2; ^  — low effort level by agent 2.

At =  CjCe )̂ - cx(ej).
A2 =  - CjCsl).

ph = prob(xg : e j  ; l-ph = p ro b ^  : e j .
Pf = prob(xg : e,) ; 1-p, = prob(xb : e,).

qH,g = prob(xG : ea, x^ ; 1-q^g = prob(xB: ea, Xg). 
q^b = prob(xG : e^ xj) ; l-q ^  = prob(xB: ea, xb). 
q^g = prob(xQ : e^ Xg) ; 1-q^ = prob(xB: Xg).
qL,b = prob(xG :eL,x ^  ; 1-q^ = prob(xB: e^ x j.

vff = externality realized by the second agent's high effort level = q ^  /  q^,,. 
vL = externality realized by the second agent's low effort level = q ^  /  q, h.
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Table 3*1: Notation 
(continued)

0g = effectiveness of the second agent's effort given xg = - q^g.
0b = effectiveness of the second agent's effort given xb = q„b - q^b.

ah = prob(xg : Ig, e^ = Ph / {prfl-pXl-Ph)];
l-ah = prob(xb : I#  e,,) = [(l-P)(l-p„)] / DvKl-PXl-Ph)]-
af = prob(xg : Ig, e,) = p, / tpf+(l-PXl-pi)];
l-at = prob(xb : I* e,) = [(1-P)(l-Pi)] /  fcvKl-PXl-Pt)]-
prob(xb : Ib, e j  = prob(xb : Ib, ee) = 1;
prob(xg: Ib, e„) = prob(xg : Ib, ef) = 0.

P = prob(Ib : xb) = (0 ,,-p,,) /  ̂ (l-Ph) = (ar pf) / a,(l-pt);
1-p = prob(Ig : xb) = / (^(l-Ph) = pf(l-a{) / a,(l-p,).
prob(Ig : x^ = 1; 
prob(Ib : x̂ ) = 0.
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product, *2 , is determined by e2, e2, and X! [i.e., Xj = x^x^epG,), e2, €2 )]. The principal sells 

the second product in the market, which can correctly determine the quality.

The quality level o f product i can be good (xg for product 1 and Xq for product 2) or 

bad (xb for product 1 and xB for product 2). The probability that the first product has good 

quality given the first agent's high (low) effort level is Pi, (p,). The probability o f a good- 

quality second product given the second agent's high effort level and a good-quality (bad- 

quality) x, is q ^  (qab). Similarly, the probability o f a good-quality second product given 

the second agent's low effort level and the good quality (bad quality) o f xt is q^g (qub). It is 

assumed that a good-quality second product is achievable even if  the quality o f the first 

product is not good (i.e., q*^ > 0 and qub > 0). A bad-quality first product is undesirable 

only because it decreases the probability o f a good-quality second product.20 Using the 

above notation, externalities are defined below:

20 This can be explained in terms o f the effects o f the quality o f the intermediate 
product on the second agent’s effort. For example, a good-quality intermediate product 
can decrease the second agent’s effort on his task while a bad-quality intermediate product 
cannot. Since I assume only two levels o f effort, these externalities are assumed to affect 
the probability. Another example of this relationship is a production-and-rework sequence. 
After the first agent produces a product, the second agent checks the quality and corrects 
any problems with the product In this production sequence, the second agent can deliver a 
good-quality final product even though the quality o f the first product is not good. 
Furthermore, there exists an externality o f the first agent's effort level. If the first agent 
produces a large number o f bad-quality products, the second agent may not be able to 
rework all the products due to time and resource limitations. In contrast, if  there are only a 
few bad-quality first products, the second agent can fix them all. Hence, the first agent's 
effort will decrease the number of bad-quality first products.
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Definition (Externality): The externality realized by the second agent's high effort level, 

vH, is defined as qHg /  qHb. Similarly, the externality realized by the second agent's low 

effort level, v0 is defined as qLg /  qLb.

Since it is assumed that qHg z qHb and qLg z qLb, both externalities are positive: vH ^ 1 and 

vL ^ 1. If  vH = \ L -  1, then there are no externalities associated with the quality of the 

intermediate product. I f  vH > 1 or vL > I, then a positive externality  is associated with the 

quality o f the intermediate product. Furthermore, the effectiveness o f the second agent’s 

effort on the quality o f the final product is defined as follows:

Definition (Effort Effectiveness): The effectiveness o f the second agent s effort on the 

quality o f the final product given a good-quality intermediate product is defined as dg = 

qHg - qLx Similarly, the effectiveness ofthe second agent‘s effort on the quality o f the fina l 

product given a bad-quality intermediate product is defined as 0b = qHb - qL b.

The quality o f the final product, x2, is assumed to be observable by market 

participants, the principal, and the two agents, hi contrast, it is assumed that the quality o f 

the intermediate product, x x, is not directly observable, but is testable using an inspection 

system. The available inspection system is assumed to correctly detect the good-quality x x 

with a probability o f 1. The system, however, correctly detects the bad-quality xx with a
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Figure 3-1: Sequence of Events

A. Case 1: Team Information System

I------------ 1--------------1------------- L
Contract Agent I  x, is Agent 2 x , is Each agent is
between chooses realized, chooses realized. compensated
principal e,. but e,- based on x ,.
and agents. unobservable.

B. Case 2: Individual Information System

Contract 
between 
principal 
and agents.

Agent 1 
chooses
<i-

X, IS
realized, 
an d /, is 
observed.

Agent 2 
chooses realized.

Each agent is 
compensated based 
on b o th /, an d xj.

probability of P e  [0, l].21 The inspection report of good (bad) quality is denoted as /g (/b). 

It is assumed that an inspection report (Ix) is observable to the principal and the two agents 

immediately after the first agent completes his job. Therefore, the second agent can use 

this inspection report to adjust his effort. Figure 3-1 specifies the sequence o f events.

21 Therefore, the available inspection system is perfect with respect to the good- 
quality xx, but is imperfect with respect to the bad-quality xv This characteristic is not 
uncommon. If an investigator finds problems with a product, the product is bad. No 
evidence o f problems does not guarantee a good-quality xx, however, because the 
investigator might fail to detect the problems existing in the product.
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The principal and the two agents are assumed to be risk neutral. The principal's 

utility (EUp) is defined over the profit from (itCx )̂) and compensation (sj; that is, 

EUp('K(x2), Sj, Sj) = E(n(xJ ~sx- Sj). Each agent's utility function (EU^, i= l,2) is defined 

over compensation and effort; that is, EU^fa, U^Sj) - cttei)» with c| ^ 0 and c- ^ 0. 

Risk-neutrality of the agents implies that Utei) = s{. Also, it is assumed that there is a limit 

to the maximum penalty that each agent can bear.22 Without loss o f generality, I assume 

that the limit is c^ej.23 Therefore, the principal's problem is the following:

Max E(ic(j^) - s, - Sj)
*|.«i

subject to

E(5t) - c^e,) ;> 0;

Ete2> - Cjtex) * 0;

ex e  argmax Ete1)-c,tei)» where e\ e{eh, et}\ 

e2 e  argmax E w h e r e  e2 e{eff eLV,

Sy - c,tei) * 0;

^  ■ t^tei) ^ 1̂*

22 Limited liability is not uncommon in practice. For example, in many 
circumstances, the maximum penalty a principal can impose on an agent is to simply fire 
the agent. Limited liability is supported and discussed by several researchers (for example, 
Sappington, 1983 and 1991; Milgrom, 1988; Baiman, May, and Mukherji, 1990; and 
Cremer, 1995).

23 This assumption implies that the principal guarantees zero utility compensating 
the agents’ disutilities associated with work. Although this assumption intends to highlight 
a positive base salary, the results remain the same qualitatively even though the limit is 
normalized to zero, hi chapter 4 ,1 assume the zero limit to simplify the analysis.
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The first two constraints in the principal's problem represent the two agents' individual 

rationality constraints, whereas the second two constraints represent their incentive 

compatibility constraints. The final two constraints are the two agents' limited liability 

constraints.24

3.3 Team Information System and Individual Information System

hi this section, optimal solutions assuming the team information system and the 

individual information system are derived and discussed. Since a purpose of this model is 

to compare the information schemes, I restrict my analysis to the case in which the 

principal wants to induce a high effort level from both agents.25

I examine the benefits o f the two information systems: the team information system 

and the individual information system. The team-based information system represents the 

performance evaluation scheme based on the outcome of both agents' combined 

performance. In this case, the principal does not utilize the individualistic inspection 

system, but uses only the realized outcome o f the final product, representing the team’s 

production. The decision tree under the team information system is in Figure 3-2. In 

contrast, under the individual information system, the principal utilizes the inspection 

report and the outcome o f the final product to compensate each agent. Therefore, both

24 The individual rationality constraints are not binding because o f the binding 
limited liability constraints. The binding incentive constraints highlight the incentive 
problem.

25 This is assumed to simplify the problem. A similar assumption can be found in 
Hemmer (1995) and Cremer (1995).
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agents are evaluated and compensated based on the outcomes o f both the intermediate and 

final products.

3.3.1 Team information system

Suppose that the principal decides not to introduce the inspection system. Then, 

both agents are evaluated and compensated based on the team outcome, Since, by 

assumption, the principal desires to motivate the high effort level from both agents (i.e., e\ 

= eh and e2 = e^), the optimal compensation schedules (s* and must satisfy the following 

problem:

Min E(s,Oh, ea)) + E(s2(eh, %))
S l> S 2

subject to

E(st(eh, eg)) - cx(ey) * 0 

E(.S2(eh, ch)) - Cz^h) ^ 0 

E(.si(eh, Gfj)) - cx(e^  ^ E(5](C|, Cg)) - c^e,)

E(52(eh, Ch)) - c ^ h )  * E(Sj,(eh, e j )  - 

* i(* g ) -  c i( c h) *  0

*iC*b) - c i(gh) * 0

*2(*o) " ^ (^ h) ^ ®

s2(*b) " ̂ C^h) ^ ®
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Let Af be the difference between agent V s disutility o f high effort and his disutility of low 

effort: A, = c^e^-c^e,) and A2 = ̂ (e^-CjCeJ. For simplicity, asterisks are henceforth 

omitted. The compensation schedule under the team information system is summarized in 

the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1: Assume that (i) the principal chooses to use a team information system, and 

(ii) decides to induce the high effort levels from both agents. Then, the optimal contract is:

s,(*b) =  ci(eh);

sA a) =AI/((p k-p)(qHg-q HJ)) + c,(e,); 

s2(Xb) = c2(eH);

s2(*g) =A2/(p h 0g + (1-PJ0J + c/en).

Proof: See appendix 1.

Lemma 3.1 permits an evaluation o f the bonus, defined as follows:

Definition (Bonus): The bonus fo r  quality is the difference between the expected 

compensation fo r  the high-quality final outcome and the expected compensation fo r  the 

low-quality final outcome.

Lemma 3.1 implies that the first agent's bonus resulting from good quality of the 

second product decreases as (i) the difference in disutilities o f the two effort levels (d7) 

decreases; (ii) QvPt), the increase in the probability o f the good-quality first product due to
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the first agent's effort increases, is larger;26 and (iii) the externality realized by high effort 

(yH) is larger.27 Based on (ii) and (iii), it can be concluded that the team information 

system leads to a smaller bonus when the first agent's effort choice has a large impact on 

the quality of the second product. The externality plays a critical role. The effectiveness 

of the team information system depends on the degree o f the externality created by the first 

agent's effort. Intuitively, the value o f this system is determined by its ability to (correctly) 

evaluate the first agent's effort level without inspecting the direct result o f his work. Since 

high externality implies that the quality o f the second product reflects most of the first 

agent's effort, the use o f the team information system is efficient and effective in the 

presence o f the high externality. For example, if  the externality realized by e„ is close to 

infinity (i.e., qHg- q^b = 1), the quality of the second product depends solely on the first 

agent's effort level and, therefore, the principal can have the maximum possible 

information x2 can deliver. The principal gives a lower bonus, as she can acquire more 

accurate information about the effort level and, hence, there is less moral hazard.

Similarly, the second agent's bonus resulting from the good quality of the second 

product decreases as (i) the difference in disutilities of two effort levels (A2) decreases, (ii) 

qH g or q„ b increases, and (iii) qUg or q ^  decreases. The last two conclusions stem from the

26 To induce e^ p ^ , ^ )  must be sufficiently larger than p(s1(xG). In other words, 
(Ph-p.KOco) must be large enough. If (ph-p,) is small, then s,(Xg) must be large to motivate 
the high effort level.

27 A large externality implies that q ^  is significantly higher than q ^ . The first 
agent's high effort is required to produce the good-quality first product, which increases the 
chance o f realization of the good-quality second product. Therefore, to induce the first 
agent's high effort, the smaller the impact o f the first-product quality on the second-product 
quality, the larger s , ^ )  must be.
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fact that the second agent’s bonus decreases as the second agent’s effort effectiveness (i.e., 

6S or 6^ increases. Therefore, it can be concluded that the team information system leads 

to a smaller bonus when the second agent’s effort choice has a large impact on the quality 

of the second product. Intuitively, if  x2 depends more on the second agent's effort, the 

principal can obtain more accurate information from Xj about the second agent's effort level 

and, therefore, can decrease the bonus required to motivate the agent. Finally, if  6g > 0b, 

then the effect o f the second agent’s high effort on the final outcome given the good- 

quality intermediate product (i.e., q ^  - q, E) is greater than the effect o f the second agent’s 

high effort on the final outcome given the bad-quality intermediate product (i.e., qHb - qub). 

In this case, the quality o f the final product can provide better information about the second 

agent’s effort if  the quality o f the intermediate product is high. Since higher values o f pb 

represent a greater chance o f the high-quality intermediate product, increases in Pb decrease 

the moral hazard problem associated with the second agent and, in turn, decrease the 

second agent’s bonus. In contrast, if  0g< 6b, then the low-quality intermediate product 

delivers more information about die second agent’s effort decision and, therefore, increases 

in ph, which increase the moral hazard problem, result in a higher bonus.

3.3.2 Individual information system

Suppose that the principal decides to introduce the inspection system. Then, both 

agents are evaluated and compensated based on both the inspection outcome, /„  and the 

quality o f the second product, x*. Assuming the principal's optimal solution is to induce
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high effort levels from both agents, the resulting compensation schedules are summarized 

in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.2: Assume that (i) the principal chooses to use the individual information 

system, and (ii) decides to induce the high effort levels from both agents. Then, the optimal 

solution can be summarized as follows:

siQg xb)  = * /(4  x j  = s,(I& Xg) =  c fe ) ;

*,(1? Xg) = AI /((p h -p )(q Hg - (l-P)qH.b» + c fe j;

s 2(Ig> Xg) = 5 /4  Xg) = c/ej; 

s2@g* xg) — A2 /  (cch dg + (1-ctf) Of) + c2(el) ;  

s2@b> xg) ~ A2 /  Og + c fe f), 

where ah =prob(xg : Ig, e )  = ph /  [ph+(l-p)(l-p,)].

Proof: See appendix 1.

Lemma 3.2 shows that the first agent receives no bonus if  the inspection system 

reports a low-quality intermediate product. I f  the inspection system reports a high-quality 

intermediate product, the first agent can receive a bonus for the good quality of the final 

outcome and the bonus decreases as (i) the difference in disutilities o f the two effort levels 

{A ) decreases; (ii) ftvp ,), the increase in the probability of the good-quality first product 

resulting from the first agent's effort increase, is larger,28 (iii) the externality realized by the

28 This implies that the individual incentive system leads to a smaller wage 
premium when the first agent's effort choice has a big impact on the inspection result.
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second agent's high effort, vH, increases; and (iv) the accuracy o f the inspection system (P) 

is higher. The accuracy o f the inspection system plays an important role in this case. For 

example, if  the inspection system were perfect (i.e., (3=1), the bonus would be the smallest 

and would compensate only for disutility induced by high effort, adjusted by a random 

state of nature in the second production process. As the accuracy decreases, the bonus is 

increased to mitigate the moral hazard problem introduced by inaccuracy.29 Therefore, the 

accuracy o f the system is a critical factor in determining the efficacy and efficiency of the 

system.

Given the good inspection result, the second agent's bonus for the good quality of 

the second product decreases as (i) the difference in disutilities o f two effort levels (d2) 

decreases, (ii) or q^ , increases, and (iii) q^g or q^b decreases. The last two results 

imply that the principal provides a smaller bonus when the second agent’s effort choice has 

a large impact on the quality o f the second product, hi this case, the principal can decrease 

the bonus required to motivate the agent since the principal can glean more accurate 

information fromx2 about the second agent's effort level. Finally, the second agent’s bonus 

decreases as increases if  0g > 6b. hi this case, the quality o f the final product can 

provide better information about the second agent’s effort if  the quality of the intermediate 

product is high. Since higher values o f ah represent a greater chance o f the high-quality 

intermediate product given the high inspection report, increases in ah decrease the moral 

hazard problem associated with the second agent, and in turn, decrease the second agent’s

29 Since the inaccurate inspection system is not able to determine the first agent's 
effort choice, the inaccuracy permits opportunistic behavior.
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bonus. Conversely, if  dg< 0b, then the case o f the low-quality intermediate product 

delivers more information about the second agent's effort decision and, therefore, increases 

in ah, which increase the moral hazard problem, result in a higher bonus. Given the bad 

inspection result, the second agent's bonus for good quality o f the second product decreases 

as (i) the difference in disutilities o f the two effort levels decreases and (ii) the second 

agent’s effort effectiveness given the bad-quality intermediate product (0b = q^b - q ,J  

increases. In general, the bonus for Xq decreases as the impact of the second agent's effort 

choice on quality increases.

3.4 Optimal Information System

In this section, the bonuses and the principal's expected utility based on the results 

derived in the previous sections are compared. The bonuses are examined for two reasons. 

First, the bonus reflects a specific contract item that is used in the real world. Since the 

expected wages, the agent's expected utilities, and the principal's expected utilities are not 

directly observable, the comparison o f bonuses can reveal predictions that have testable 

implications. Second, and more importantly, the comparison o f the bonuses provides 

useful insights into the incentive problems associated with each information system. 

Intuitive explanations and predictions o f the principal's expected utilities can be obtained 

by examining bonuses.
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3.4.1 Quality Bonus

The bonus for agent 1 under the team information system (B[) is ^/((p^pjX qjj g- 

q^t,)), whereas the bonus for agent 1 under the individual information system (Bj) is 

V((Ph-P*)(qH,g-0-P)<lH,b))- K is evident that B[ - Bj ^ 0 since 1^ P ^ 0. The principal pays 

more bonus to agent 1 if  the team information system is used, and the difference increases 

as the accuracy o f the individual performance measure increases. It is clear that the 

individual performance measure decreases the moral hazard problem associated with the 

first agent and, therefore, decreases the principal’s expected costs in inducing the first 

agent’s effort.

Although individual information about the quality o f the intermediate product has a 

clear advantage in inducing the first agent’s effort, it is not clear if  it has an advantage in 

inducing the second agent’s effort. To see this, consider the bonuses for agent 2 under 

each information system. The bonus for agent 2 under the team information system (BJ) is 

A2 / (ph 0g + (1-Ph) 0b)- The bonuses for agent 2 under the individual information system 

are Bf = A2/ (c^ 0g + (1-a,,) 0b) if  Ig is realized and B2 = A2/ 0b if  Ib is realized.

Observation 3.1:

(1) Suppose P  e [ 0 ,I) . I fd g > 6„ then BF2 < B T2 <&2. I f6 g < d» then Bg2 > BT2 >

5* I fd g — Oy then &2 =Bt2 =B^

(2) Suppose P ~  1. If6g> 6„  then B% = B2 <B%. I f0 g < 0b,then B *= B T2 >Bb2. I f  

Qg = then B*2 = B^ = Bb2.

Proof: See appendix 1.
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Suppose the second agent’s effort effectiveness is higher with the good-quality 

intermediate product than with the bad-quality intermediate product: 6g > 6b. Then, the 

principal should pay more (less) bonus under the individual information system than under 

the team information system if  the inspection system reports the bad-quality (good-quality) 

intermediate product. The reason for this stems from the fact that the outcome o f the final 

product is a relatively better information source given the good-quality intermediate 

product than given the bad-quality intermediate product if  0g >  0b Therefore, the moral 

hazard problem is less severe given the good-quality intermediate product than given the 

bad-quality intermediate product if  0g > 0b. Since the inspection system informs the 

principal and the second agent about the quality o f the first product, the second agent uses 

this information for his decision. I f  the inspection system informs the second agent that the 

quality of the first product is bad, then the true quality o f the first product is bad. In this 

case, the principal should pay a higher bonus because she must compensate the second 

agent’s lower effort effectiveness with a higher bonus to induce the second agent's high 

effort. Conversely, if  the inspection system informs the second agent that the quality o f the 

first product is good, the premium based on the inspection result (Ig) can be smaller than 

the bonus based on the prior probability (p j because Ig guarantees a high proportion o f xg 

and xg increases the effort effectiveness.

Another important observation is that the accuracy o f the inspection system is not a 

factor in determining the relative size o f the bonuses. The relative level of the bonuses are 

determined by the second agent’s effort effectiveness regardless o f the accuracy o f the 

individual inspection system. Although an accurate inspection system about the first
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agent’s performance clearly helps to relieve the moral hazard problem with respect to the 

first agent, it has mixed effects on the moral hazard problem with respect to the second 

agent. Depending on the second agent’s effort effectiveness, an accurate inspection system 

often aggravates the second agent’s moral hazard problem. This can be explained more 

clearly by examining the principal’s expected costs.

3.4.2 Principal’s expected costs

Since the expected revenues from the second product are the same regardless which 

compensation scheme is used, comparisons o f the principal's expected return focus on the 

expected wages for both agents. Agent l's  expected wage, which is the principal’s 

expected cost with respect to agent 1, under the team information system (W j) is

+ ((Ph QH.g + Ĉ “Ph)9H,b)^l) /  ((Ph " PlX%£ " <lH.b))» (3*

whereas agent l's  expected wage under the individual information system (W |) is

Cl(®h) + ((Ph ̂ H.g + (i"P )(i“Ph)£lH,b))̂ l /  ((Ph " PlXflll.g " (I'PM hJj))* (3*2)

A straightforward calculation shows W[ - Wj ^ 0 since,

(Ph *lH.g + (l* P )(l_Ph)tlH,b) I (Ph ” PlXOng * (^-P)<lH,b)

* (Ph <Ih* + ( l-P h )W 1 (Ph - Pi)(<1h* * ( ^ P ) ^

S (PhQug + (1-PhXlnb) I ((Ph- P«)(qH,g- qub)- (3-3)

Therefore, the principal’s expected cost with respect to agent 1 under the individual 

information system is less than those under the team information system. Furthermore, the 

difference in the expected cost increases as the accuracy o f the information system (P)
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increases. This result is intuitive because the individual information system can reveal 

more information about the first agent’s effort than the team information system does.

The second agent's expected wage under the team information system (W j) is

^(en) + ((Ph qH,g + O P iX ib A ) /(ph 0g + (1-Ph) 0b), (3.4)

whereas agent 2's expected wage under the individual information system (W£) is

C2(eil) + ((Ph Qil.g + (I'PXl^PhXbib))^ + ( l -ah) ®b)

+ (P(l-Ph)qitb)A2/0 b. (3.5)

The difference is:

-P (Ph2) (1-Ph) (q iA b ) (0g- 0b) K  * vr)A2  

w l - w l2= ____________________________________________  (3.6)
0b(Ph 0g+ (i-Ph) 6b) (Ph 0 * + d-P)(i-Pb) 0b)

Proposition 3.1 summarizes this comparison:

Proposition 3.1: The expected wage fo r agent 1 is lower under the individual information 

system than under the team information system. The expected wage fo r agent 2, however, 

is lower under the team information system than under the individual information system i f  

(0 vh > v l  or (ii) dg < 6b.

Proof See appendix 1.

As discussed in the previous section, proposition 3.1 shows that the individual 

information system is always beneficial for the principal in inducing the first agent’s effort. 

Since the individual information system has more information about the first agent, the 

principal can be better off with respect to the first agent by using this system as compared
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to the team information system. The individual information system may not beneficial, 

however, and may be harmful, for the principal in inducing the second agent’s effort. 

Proposition 3.1 suggests that using the individual inspection system can be an expensive 

way to motivate the second agent. This is because the second agent observes the 

inspection report and uses the information for determining his effort. Given the agents’ 

limited liability, the principal cannot sufficiently penalize the second agent for a bad- 

quality second product. Since she cannot use “the stick,” her incentive system must be 

based on “the carrot.” To motivate the high effort level, each information system provides 

a relatively bigger reward for a good-quality second product under an unfavorable 

situation. In this case, the inspection report can be costly for the principal in terms of 

motivating the second agent.

First, if  the externality realized by the second agent’s high effort is bigger than the 

externality realized by the second agent’s low effort, then it is very difficult to induce the 

second agent’s high effort given the bad-quality inspection report. The large externality 

realized by the second agent's high effort implies that it is important to have the good- 

quality intermediate product to produce the good-quality final product with the second 

agent’s high effort.30 If the inspection system reports the bad-quality intermediate product, 

then the second agent’s high effort is not effective in increasing the quality o f the final 

product, and therefore, the quality o f the final product is not informative o f the second 

agent’s effort, hi this case, the principal pays higher wages to counteract the agent’s 

shirking incentive. Since the team information system avoids this problem by not

30 The reason is that vH > vL implies that (q ^  /  q ^  > (q ^  /  q ^ .
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generating an inspection report, it is more beneficial, at least in terms o f the second agent’s 

incentive problem, to use the team information system than to use the individual 

information system.

The second case in proposition 3.1 is the opposite o f the first case, but the intuition 

is similar. Both the lower externality realized by the high effort and the lower high-effort 

effectiveness make it difficult to motivate the second agent to work hard if  a good-quality 

intermediate product is reported. In this case, the principal provides higher incentives if  

the good-quality intermediate product is reported. This higher incentive requirement 

outweighs the benefit o f a lower incentive requirement in case o f a bad-quality 

intermediate product.

The individual information system is efficient in inducing the second agent’s high 

effort if  and only if  vH < vL and 6g > 6b. h i this case, the incentive problem associated with 

the higher externality realized by the low effort is mitigated by the higher effort effective 

on the good-quality intermediate product. These two effects remedy the incentive 

problems associated with each effect, and make it possible to realize the benefit associated 

with the individual information system.

Interestingly, the accuracy of the individual inspection system is not a determinant 

o f the efficiency o f the individual information system. Moreover, the more accurate 

inspection system actually hurts the principal with respect to the second agent if  (i) vH > vL 

or (ii) 0g < 0b:
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Corollary 3.1: Suppose either (i) vH > vL or (ii) 6g < 6^ Then, an increase in the accuracy 

o f the individual inspection system increases the principal’s expected costs with respect to 

the second agent.

Proof. The corollary follows from equation (3.6) and proposition 3.1. □

This result is intuitive. If the team information system is better than the individual 

information system in inducing the second agent’s effort, then the individual performance 

measure actually aggravates the second agent’s incentive problem. In this case, more 

accurate information simply worsens the incentive problem by providing more opportunity 

for the second agent’s adaptive behavior (i.e., shirking). Whereas the principal always 

realizes the benefit o f an accurate inspection system with respect to the first agent, the 

associated costs with respect to the second agent may exceed the benefit. The following 

numerical example illustrates how a more accurate inspection system increases the 

principal’s expected costs relative to the team information system.

Example 3.1: Suppose the following parameter values: A, = $1000; A2 = $7000; ph = 0.7;

p, = 0.2; qHg = 0.8; = 0.5; q ^  = 0.4; q ^  = O.4.31 Then,

$45165 P (p - 0.691)
W[ + W j-(W [ + Wj) = _____________________

(P - 10.333XP +  0.6)

Since 1 £ P k 0, (W* + W2) < (W{ + W£) if  p > 0.691. Therefore, in this case, the more 

accurate information system actually hurts the principal because o f the much higher

31 This example illustrates the case of vH > vL.
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magnitude o f the incentive wages with respect to the second agent. (1) Suppose that P = 

0.5. In this case, W[ - W[ = $2424.37 and W£ - Wj =-$2025.37. Clearly, this system is 

beneficial with respect to the first agent’s incentive problems, but not beneficial with 

respect to the second agent’s incentive problems. The benefits o f the individual 

information system dominate its costs, however, and, therefore, the inspection system is 

overall beneficial. (2) Now, suppose P = 1. This system is perfect for both good-quality 

and bad-quality products. Then, W[ - Wj = $3333.33 and W j - W' = -$4267.74.

Although this perfect system increases the benefits o f the individual information system 

with respect to the first agent by about $909, it also increases the principal’s expected costs 

with respect to the second agent by approximately $2242. As a result, the principal’s total 

expected costs increases from $398.87 to $1333. This change is enough for the principal to 

give up the individual information system and use the team information system. Therefore, 

an accurate information system is not always better than an inaccurate information system 

even ignoring the cost o f the underlying information system. In this case, the externality, 

the effort effectiveness, and the limited liability jointly determine the desirability of better 

(costless) individual information system. (3) Finally, suppose P = 0. Then the 

information system does not provide any information about the quality o f the intermediate 

product. In this case, there are no benefits or costs associated with the agents’ motivation. 

Hence, the two information systems are identical. (4) The individual information system is 

optimal if  and only if  0 < p < 0.691, and the team information system is optimal if  and only 

if  P > 0.691. The principal is indifferent about the two information systems if  P = 0 or if  P 

=0.691.
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The above example demonstrates that there is an optimal range o f information accuracy 

which makes the individual information system beneficial to the principal even if  it enables 

the second agent’s adaptive behavior. If  the accuracy is too high, the individual 

information system is not optimal because the costs associated with the second agent’s 

motivation are too large.

3.4.3 Optimal individual information system

3.4.3.1 Delayed individual information system

In the previous section, I show that the individual information system can make the 

principal worse off because o f the second agent’s possible adaptive behavior. This 

problem is easily rectified if  the principal can commit herself not to reveal the inspection 

report until the second agent completes his task. It is, however, impossible to keep this 

commitment once the inspection report is available.32 For example, suppose vH > vL.

Then, the principal can be better off by not revealing the bad-quality report to the second 

agent since the bad-quality report makes it difficult to motivate the second agent’s effort. 

Once the principal receives the good-quality report, however, she has a  clear incentive to 

reveal the good-quality report because the revelation would allow her to decrease the 

expected compensation costs. Since the principal reveals the good-quality report but keeps 

the bad-quality report, the second agent can infer the inspection results from the principal’s 

behavior, h i this case, the problem associated with the second agent’s adaptive behavior

32 Furthermore, it is unrealistic to assume that only the principal can observe the 
inspection results.
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Figure 3-3: Sequence of Events (Delated Individual Information System)

Contract Agent 1 x, is Agent 2  Xj is Each agent is
between chooses realized, chooses realized, compensated based
principal et. but et. a n d /, is on b o th /, and x .̂
and agents. unobservable. reported.

cannot be rectified. Hence, the principal should not have any information about the quality 

of the intermediate product if  she wants to avoid the second agent's adaptive behavior.

There is a feasible way to commit herself not to exploit the inspection results until 

the second agent completes his task. Suppose that the inspection system reports the quality 

of the intermediate product after the final product is produced. The timing of contracts 

based on this information system is summarized in Figure 3-3. In this case, neither the 

principal nor the agents have any private information about the quality o f the intermediate 

product. Therefore, the principal easily commits herself not to exploit the inspection 

results. Furthermore, since the information about the quality o f the intermediate product is 

available as public information after the second agent finishes his task, the principal can 

use this information as a performance measure; therefore, she can realize the benefit of 

additional information without the non-desirable second agent’s adaptive behavior.

Proposition 3.2: The delayed individual information system (weakly) dominates the team 

performance system.

Proof: See appendix 1.
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One interesting example o f this type o f information system occurred at Buick, which asked 

workers to engrave their names on a specific unit o f the Reata model and gave incentives 

based on future problems o f the unit (Hemmer, 1995). Moreover, if  the market o f the final 

product is sophisticated with respect to the quality o f the product, this type o f information 

can be obtained from the market without introducing a formal information system within 

the firm.

3.4.3.2 Optimal accuracy o f the inspection system

In the previous sections, I assume that the accuracy o f the individual inspection 

system is an exogenous variable. It is, however, possible that the principal designs the 

inspection system by choosing its accuracy. The increase in accuracy leads to two 

countervailing effects. While it always reduces the moral hazard problem with respect to 

the first agent, it increases the costs associated with the second agent’s adaptive behavior. 

Therefore, the principal may choose not to increase the accuracy beyond a certain level 

even though there are no direct costs associated with the increase in accuracy. The 

following example shows that there exists an optimal level of accuracy to balance these 

two countervailing effects.

Example 3.2: (1) Consider the case in example 3.1, where vH = 1.5 > vL = 1. I f  the 

principal can choose the level of the accuracy (P) in that case, her problem under the 

individual information system is to minimize the expected costs (ECp) with respect to P:
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24400 (P + 0.859) (p + 6.126)
Min,, ECp = ------------------------------------------------

(10.333- P )  (P + 0.6)

A straightforward first-order condition approach reveals

408400 (p - 0.286) (p + 0.6) (p + 1.657)
5ECp / 3P =  ,

(10.333- P ) 2 (P +  0.6)3

and

816800 (p + 3.301) (P + 0.6) (2.685 - 1.244 P + p2)
a2E cp/a p 2= __________________________________________________

(10.333 -p )3 (P +  0.6)3

Since c^ECp /  dp2 > 0 for P e  [0,1], the optimal level o f the accuracy, P \ is 0.2859.

Therefore, the optimal information system under the given parameter values is the

individual information system with accuracy o f0.2859. This case shows that the principal

is worse off if  she chooses the individual inspection system with accuracy greater than (or

less than) 0.2859. (2) Now suppose that vH is increased from 1.5 to 1.8862 by increasing

qj[ g from 0.8 to 0.9431. In this case, the optimal accuracy o f the individual inspection

system p* is 0. Therefore, the principal never uses the individual inspection system, and

adopts the team information system. Furthermore, this example shows that the team

information system is optimal if  the externality realized by the second agent’s high effort is

sufficient.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter investigates which performance measures should be used in evaluating 

employees to make cooperative and product-oriented teams work when externalities exist
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between team members' performance and the outcomes o f some tasks are unobservable. 

Examination o f these areas is important because modem manufacturing techniques often 

necessitate dramatic changes in organizational forms (including teams) and performance 

measurement systems. Using the model reflecting a  sequential manufacturing process, my 

research addresses these issues and shows that an imperfect individual-performance 

inspection system leads to inefficient results, given sufficient externality in the production 

processes and agents' limited liability. Specifically, by introducing the second employee's 

adaptive behavior following an inspection report, the model shows that a team information 

system is better than an individual information system when: (1) the realization o f the 

externality increases as the agent's effort increases or (2) the realization of the externality 

decreases as the agent’s effort increases and the effects o f the agent on his performance 

decreases as the other agent’s performance increases. In both cases, the agent utilizes 

information about the other agent’s performance to decide his effort level. This decision- 

facilitating effect o f the individual information increases the principal’s expected costs o f 

inducing the agent’s desirable effort. Furthermore, as the accuracy o f the individual 

information system increases, this negative effect o f the individual information system 

increases. Finally, if  the principal can commit herself not to reveal individual information 

before the second agent makes his effort decision, individual performance measures are 

valuable. As such commitment is not possible under most information systems, the 

principal may decide to delay the inspection until all production processes are finished.

There are several future research areas to examine. First, the current model does 

not include various modem manufacturing and management concepts. For example, Just-
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In-Time and Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) change the manufacturing processes 

and the relationships among agents. As a result, understanding interactions between those 

changes and organizational structures becomes important in business success. Moreover, 

these interactions can be viewed as a part o f complementarity relationships existing in 

modem business (Milgrom and Roberts, 1990,1994,1995). Complementarity 

relationships between those changes in manufacturing and management concepts and team- 

oriented organizational structures motivate an extensive emphasis on teams. Therefore, 

future research should include a rich set of manufacturing and management practices and 

examine the efficiency and effectiveness o f team-oriented approaches. Second, the 

relationships between performance measures and multiple tasks for each team member can 

be examined, specifically in the case in which the outcomes o f some tasks are not 

contractible. The analysis o f this case will provide insight about efficient performance 

measures when some team members' performance is not verifiable. Third, this research 

can be extended to the case o f temporary problem-solving teams which may not have 

observable short-time performance measures, and whose team members may feel conflict 

between their usual roles as functional experts and their temporary problem-solver roles.
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Chapter 4. Cooperation Decisions and Incentives

4.1 Introduction

As discussed more fully in chapter 2, the use o f teams in organizations has 

increased dramatically in the past decade (Dumain, 1994). The key to team success in the 

current competitive environment is “synergy effects,” or “cooperative performance 

increases.”33 It is argued, however, that cooperative performance increases in teams can be 

facilitated by well-designed performance measurement and incentive systems. For 

example, facing a piece-rate compensation system, teams may pressure a team member 

into lower productivity so as not to make other team members’ productivity low (Larson 

and LaFasto, 1989). Team s may be successful in realizing performance increases when 

firms develop appropriate performance measurement and incentive systems which 

encourage the desired teamwork to overcome the problems in traditional management 

accounting systems.

This chapter uses a principal-multiagent framework to examine optimal incentive 

systems in the face o f cooperation and synergy opportunities. Since team success often 

depends on the realization o f cooperation and synergy opportunities, it is important to align 

incentive systems with cooperation opportunities to maximize the benefits o f cooperation. 

For example, consider a product designer and a salesperson whose performance measures

33 Katzenbach and Smith (1993) summarize the sources o f synergy effects as (i) 
complementary skills and experiences, (ii) communications, (iii) a unique social dimension 
such as trust and confidence, and (iv) more fun.
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are the customer acceptance o f the product design and sales revenues, respectably.

Suppose both employees are cooperative in the following sense: the salesperson provides 

information about target customers’ characteristics to the designer and the product designer 

is willing to incorporate such information into the product design. The salesperson’s 

information and the product designer’s willingness enable the designer to develop a 

product design which appeals to the target customers. Furthermore, better customer 

acceptance of the product design can increase sales revenues if  the salesperson exercises 

proper sales efforts, hi this case, cooperation results in better customer acceptance o f the 

product design and increases in sales revenues. These benefits of cooperative activities, 

however, cannot be realized either if  the salesperson decides not to provide information or 

if  the designer decides not to incorporate the salesperson’s information into the product 

design. This example illustrates a situation in which it is critical to have both agents’ 

cooperation to be a successful team. The success o f the designer-salesperson team depends 

on both the designer’s willingness to utilize the salesperson’s information and the 

salesperson’s willingness to provide valuable information. If one party does not wish to 

cooperate, the synergy effects cannot be realized.

The above relationship captures the concept o f cooperation and synergy which can 

be achieved through teams. Indeed, Abramis (1990) argues that the goal o f a team is the 

production of high quality products as a result of team members' combined efforts, not one 

or two members' excellent performance. In this chapter I examine the characteristics of 

various compensation contracts and conditions under which the benefits o f cooperation can 

be efficiently realized. To model cooperation, I assume each agent makes a cooperation
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decision before making any work decision. Cooperation is assumed to require no 

additional effort, and the agent’s decision can be either cooperation or noncooperation. If  

both agents decide to be cooperative, then the probability o f each agent’s task success 

under an unfavorable environment increases. On the other hand, if  one o f the agents 

decides to be noncooperative, then both agents cannot have any increase in the 

probabilities. These probability increases can be considered synergies from the agents’ 

cooperative behaviors. Finally, under a favorable environment, both agents’ tasks are 

successful regardless of cooperation or work decision.34

The analysis o f this cooperation decision results in several interesting implications 

for performance evaluation and incentive contracts. First, the model is analyzed to 

investigate optimal performance evaluation systems given that the benefits o f cooperation 

are realized only if  both agents cooperate and work hard (i.e., “inseparable” cooperation 

and work decisions). The results demonstrate that an agent may not cooperate under 

competitive performance evaluation (e.g., toumament-based relative performance 

evaluation) even though cooperation benefits his own performance. This is because, under 

competitive performance evaluation, cooperation may decrease the agent’s expected 

rewards since it increases the other agent’s performance as well as his own. Since the 

agent has an incentive to decrease, or at least not increase, the other agent’s performance 

under competitive performance evaluation, the agent may give up possible increases in his 

own performance and decide not to cooperate to prevent increases in the other agent’s

34 hi this chapter, therefore, the common environmental shock to both agents’ 
performance may be favorable or unfavorable.
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performance if  cooperation significantly increases the other agent’s performance. This is 

true even if  there is no additional efforts associated with cooperation and the effects o f 

cooperation on each agent’s performance are the same. Therefore, if  the effects of 

cooperation are significant, team-oriented performance evaluation is used in the following 

way: the principal has an agent responsible for the success o f both his and the other agent’s 

tasks (i.e., joint performance evaluation). The benefits o f team-oriented performance 

evaluation stem from its ability to direct agents to the success o f others and to provide a 

clear incentive for cooperation. As the benefits o f cooperation increase, team-oriented 

performance evaluation becomes more efficient in inducing cooperation than competitive 

performance evaluation.

Second, the results show that team-oriented performance evaluation becomes an 

efficient scheme in inducing cooperation as (1) the effects o f shirking behaviors on 

performance are closer to those o f hard-working, (2) the effects o f hard-working on 

performance increase with significantly large synergies, or (3) the effects o f hard-working 

decrease with sufficiently small synergies. If the effects o f cooperation are small, team- 

oriented performance evaluation becomes more efficient as the “productivity” increases 

due to hard work, which can be defined as the difference between the effects of hard

working and those o f shirking behaviors on performance, decreases. If, however, the 

effects o f cooperation are significant, increases in the effects o f either shirking or hard

working make team-oriented performance evaluation more efficient.

Finally, I examine the implications o f the inseparable-cooperation assumption on 

optimal performance evaluation systems. The model continues to assume that the benefits
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of cooperation are realized only when both agents cooperate, but no longer assumes that 

cooperative behaviors require hard-working. Hence, it is possible for an agent to enjoy the 

benefits of cooperation if  both agents cooperate and one agent works hard regardless o f the 

other agent’s work decision. In this **separable” decision case, the analysis shows that 

team-oriented performance evaluation provides the agents not only an incentive for 

cooperation but also an incentive for shirking. Under team-oriented performance 

evaluation, an agent can increase his chance o f receiving wages simply by cooperating and, 

therefore, increasing the other agent’s probability o f success. Consequently, team-oriented 

performance evaluation provides an incentive for shirking while providing an incentive for 

cooperation. This negative effect o f team-oriented performance evaluation increases as a 

cooperation decision and a work decision become more separable. Another option for 

preventing this type o f free-riding behavior is competitive performance evaluation. 

Competitive performance evaluation, however, may not provide enough incentive for 

cooperation since cooperation benefits the other agent. To balance these two conflicting 

incentives, the principal utilizes “independent performance evaluation.” By employing 

independent performance evaluation, the principal can provide incentives for both working 

and cooperation. Furthermore, the results show that there exists an inverse (positive) 

relationship between the benefits o f team-oriented (independent) performance evaluation 

and the separability o f a cooperation decision and a work decision.

Through introducing the concept o f cooperation into the model, the chapter shows 

the benefits of team-oriented performance evaluation even if  there exist common 

environmental shocks. As Holmstrom (1982) shows, competition-oriented relative
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performance evaluation is valuable if  the agents face common uncertainty under which an 

agent's output provides information about another agent's state o f nature.35 The clear 

advantages of competitive performance evaluation schemes are decreasing agents’ risk 

from common environmental shocks and decreasing information asymmetry problems. If 

the effects of cooperation on task success are significant, however, competitive 

performance evaluation is not an effective scheme to motivate cooperation.

Itoh (1991,1992) and Hemmer (1995) model the possibility o f technological 

synergies among team members and examine their effects on incentive contracts.36 Itoh 

(1991,1992) posits that positive helping effort (defined as teamwork) is optimal to the 

principal and that joint performance evaluation should be used when there is a 

complementarity relation between helping effort and own effort. Itoh (1992) shows that 

fill side-contracting is better if  the agents are sufficiently similar in terms o f utility and 

cost functions and can monitor each other’s efforts. Hemmer (1995), modeling a 

sequential production process, shows that the principal can induce higher quality- 

enhancing efforts by assigning all tasks to an agent (i.e., craftsmanship) if  the quality of the 

product is not observable. Hemmer’s results stem from the assumptions that (i) individual 

performance measures are not able to evaluate the effects of the quality-enhancing efforts 

and (ii) an agent’s quality enhancing efforts have no effect on his own performance but

35 As discussed more fully in chapter 2, other researchers, such as Lazear and 
Rosen (1980), Green and Stokey (1983), Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983), and Mookheijee 
(1984), have studied relative performance measurement in the context o f the 
interrelationship based on common environmental factors.

36 Chapter 2 provides the details o f  these papers.
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decrease the other agent’s disutility associated with productive activity. Therefore, the 

principal can induce positive helping (i.e., quality-enhancing) efforts by assigning all tasks 

to each agent and evaluating him based on the outcomes o f both tasks.

While Itoh (1991,1992) and Hemmer (199S) examine the case in which each agent 

can provide a helping effort to the other agent, not necessarily increasing his own 

performance, I model a synergy effect o f cooperation on both agents’ performance and the 

effects o f the relationship between the cooperation decision and the work decision on the 

incentive contract. The results show that it may be expensive to induce an agent to 

cooperate under competitive performance evaluation even though cooperation benefits his 

own performance as well as the other agent's. Furthermore, it is shown that the 

relationship between the realization o f the benefits o f cooperation and the work decision 

(i.e., separability) is an important determinant o f the optimal incentive contract. Finally, in 

contrast to Hemmer (199S), the model in this chapter specifies the situation where 

individual performance measures can indirectly evaluate the effects o f the cooperation 

decision and individual specialties preclude changes in task allocations. Consequently, the 

model in this chapter relaxes Hemmer’s assumption about the characteristic o f 

performance measures and provides insights about team-oriented performance evaluation 

of specialists facing cooperation opportunities.

The following section explains the principal-multiagent model and specifies the 

optimal compensation contract if  die cooperation decision and work decision are not 

separable. Section 4.3 examines the case where the cooperation decision and work 

decision can be made separate. Conclusions are provided in Section 4.4.
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4.2 Inseparable Cooperation Decision

In this section, the inseparable-cooperation model is explained and the optimal 

performance evaluation system is specified.

4.2.1 Model

The model includes a principal who hires two agents to work on two tasks.37 Agent 

i takes charge o f task z, i = 1,2. The information system is assumed to generate 

performance measures xit z=l, 2. The performance measure x( is a function of the work 

effort ef and cooperation decision dt o f agent z, a common environmental factor, and an 

idiosyncratic random state o f nature. The outcome o f each task is assumed to be as either a 

success (one) or a failure (zero): x, e {0,1}. The sequence o f the events is illustrated in 

Figure 4-1.

37 The model is consistent with Che and Yoo (1997)’s model. While Che and Yoo 
(1997) examine the effects o f continuous relationships between agents on incentive 
contracts without considering a cooperation opportunity in multiple periods, this chapter 
focuses on the effects o f the cooperation decision on incentive contracts.
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The work effort put in by agent i, ei is either zero (“shirk”) or one (“work”), and the 

cost of one unit o f effort is assumed to be e.38 The common environmental shock is either 

favorable or unfavorable for both projects. The probability o f a favorable environmental 

shock is o, 1 > o > 0. For simplicity, it is assumed that the favorable environmental shock 

guarantees that both projects are successful regardless o f the agents' efforts. If the 

environmental shock turns out to be unfavorable, the probability o f task fs success is pei if  

agent fs effort is e, e { 0 ,1}: 1 > Pi > p0 ^ 0.

Before making any work decision, each agent makes a cooperation decision which 

requires no additional effort. The cooperation decision made by agent i, d( is either zero 

(“noncooperative”) or one (“cooperative”): d ,e{0,1}, i = 1,2. If both agents decide to be 

cooperative, then the probability o f task fs success under the unfavorable environment 

increases by e: l-p t > e > 0.39 If  one o f the agents decides not to be cooperative, then 

neither agent’s probabilities increase. These probability increases can be considered 

synergies from the agents’ cooperative behaviors.

The relationship between cooperation and work decisions is defined as 

“inseparable” if  the benefits o f the employees’ simultaneous cooperation decisions are not

38 “Shirk” means low (less than full) effort, which is normalized to zero for 
simplicity.

39 Since the focus o f the chapter is cooperation, negative cooperation or “sabotage” 
possibilities (i.e., e < 0) are not considered. Sabotage cases are examined by Lazear 
(1989). He considers tournament schemes and models in which each agent determines two 
actions: his own production action and the (costly) action that adversely affects output of 
another, called “sabotage.” He shows that RPE schemes lead to sabotage because agents 
benefit by their rivals' failure as well as by their own successes. Therefore, he argues that 
pay compression (i.e., pay equality) may be desirable to reduce sabotage.
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realized without work efforts. For example, consider the previous example o f the designer- 

salesperson team. In that team, cooperation implies the product designer’s willingness to 

utilize the salesperson’s information and the salesperson’s willingness to provide 

information about the target customers. The product designer’s willingness to utilize the 

salesperson’s information, however, has no effect on the product design and sales revenues 

if  he decides not to work at all (i.e., neglects to improve the product design). In this case, 

the product designer’s “work” is a prerequisite for the realization o f the positive benefits o f 

“cooperation.”

In contrast, the relationships are defined as “separable” if  the benefits o f the 

employees’ simultaneous cooperation decisions can be realized without work efforts. 

Suppose, for example, the salesperson, who has to communicate information about the 

target customers to the product designer, decides to provide information to the designer 

while simultaneously deciding to shirk. Since the salesperson will not work hard, he may 

not enjoy possible sales increases due to design improvements. The benefits of 

information, however, can be enjoyed by the designer if  the designer is willing to utilize 

information and to improve the product design even though the salesperson does not work. 

If the designer decides not to utilize information (i.e., “noncooperation”), then he cannot 

realize the benefits. Similarly, if  the designer decides not to work (i.e., “shirk”), he cannot 

realize the benefits, either.40 Therefore, it is possible for an agent to enjoy the benefits o f

40 Another example is a Ph. D student participating in a teaching improvement 
seminar. By sharing his past teaching experiences and looking for better teaching methods 
with other instructors, the Ph. D student can benefit others if  they are willing to adopt the 
improved teaching methods. This cooperation, however, does not require the student to

(continued...)
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cooperation if  both agents decide to cooperate regardless o f the other agent’s work 

decision.

In this section, the implications o f the inseparable-cooperation decisions on 

performance evaluation systems are examined.41 If  the cooperative behaviors cannot have 

the effects without working, the probabilities o f task /* s success are defined as follows:42

Pr(x=l | eI=e2=l, d,=d2=1) = 0  + (1-oXPi+e);

Pr(xt= l | e,=l, ej=0 , d,=d2=\) = 0  + ( l - o ^ ,  where i*j%

Pr(x,=l | e,=l, d, *d2) = Pr(x,=l | ef= l, d{=d2=Q) = o + ( l - o ^ ,  i* j;

Pr(x,=l I ei=0) = °  + (l-a)po, V eyand d(, i* j.

The principal wants to induce et =1, /—l, 2, as the tasks are sufficiently valuable to 

her. Also, agent fs  wages depend on both tasks' outcomes. It is assumed that all wages 

must be non-negative due to the limited liability o f the agents, and each agent's reservation 

utility is zero.43 The principal and both agents are assumed to be risk neutral. Let w‘xixj, i *■

'“(...continued)
teach actively in a given semester. That is, teaching itself can be separated from the 
contribution to the teaching improvement seminar.

41 The case in which the cooperation decisions are separable from the work 
decisions is examined in section 4.3.

42 The probabilities o f task i’s success and failure given the work and cooperation 
decisions will be defined and used for the analysis instead o f defining the random state o f 
nature.

43 Limited liability is not uncommon in practice. For example, in many
(continued...)
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j ,  be the wage for agent i  if  x j e {0,1} andxye{ 0 ,1}. Since the agents' environments are 

symmetric, I will suppress superscripts.

4.2.2 Optimal contracts

In this section, the effects o f inseparable-cooperation opportunities on 

compensation schemes are examined. Since it is assumed the principal wants to induce 

both agents to work, her problem is simply the minimization o f the expected costs:

C=2[(o+(l-o)(Pl+e)Vll + (l-ojOveXl-p,-*)*,.
+ (1 -<J)(1 -p, -eXp, +e)w01 + (l-oX l-p,-® )2!*,,,,]

subject to

(o+( 1 -aXpj+cj^jj+ejjwj, + (l-o)(p1+e)(l-pI-e)w10 
+ (l-o)(l-p1-e)(pl+c)w01 + (l-o)(l-p1-e)(l-p1-e)w00 * 0;

(a+(l-a)(pl+t)(pl+e))wn + Q.-o)(pl+z)(l-pl-e)wl0 

+  (l-a)(l-p1-e)(p1+c)w01 + (l-o)(l-p1-e)(l-p1-e)w00 - e 
* (o+(l-o)p1pl)wu + (l-ojp^l-p^WK,

+ (l-o)(l-p1)plw0l + (l-aXl-pjXl-pjjWoo - e;

(O-KI-OXP!-!^)^!-^^!! + (l-aXp^eXl-Pi-ejwjo 
+ (l-aXl-Pi-eXp^ejWo! + (l-aXl-pi-cXl-Pi-cjwoo - e

43(...continued)
circumstances the maximum penalty a principal can impose on an agent is to simply fire 
the agent. Limited liability is supported and discussed by several researchers (for example, 
Sappington, 1983 and 1991; Milgrom, 1988; Baiman, May, and Mukheiji, 1990; and 
Cremer, 1995).

(4.1)

(4.2)
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* (a+O-ateoP^w,! + (l-o)p0(l-p 1)w10

+  (1 -o X l-p o fo W o , +  ( l - a X l- p o X l- p J w o o ; (4.3)

<xy * 0, i =  1,2, j -  1,2, i * j ,x te{0,1}, andxye { 0 ,1}. (4.4)

Equation (4.1) denotes agent i ’s individual rationality constraint. There are two incentive 

compatibility constraints for each agent. Equation (4.2) implies that ‘cooperation and 

work’ is weakly better for agent i than ‘noncooperation and work’. Hence, it represents 

agent z’s cooperation-related incentive compatibility constraint. Equation (4.3) implies that 

‘cooperation and work’ is weakly better for agent i than ‘cooperation and shirk’. Hence, it 

represents agent Vs work-related incentive compatibility constraints. Since the benefits of 

cooperation cannot be realized without working, the results o f the ‘noncooperation and 

shirk’ decision are the same as those of the ‘cooperation and shirk’. Finally, equation (4.4) 

represents both agents' limited liability constraints.

Since the left-hand side of equation (4.1) is always non-negative due to the limited 

liability constraints, both agents' individual rationality constraints are not binding. 

Moreover, it is not optimal if  the principal rewards agent i for agent Vs failure.44 Hence, 

the principal’s problem can be rewritten as follows:

Min[WiWo] C =2[(o+(l -a)(pl +e)2)w„ + (1 -°)(Pi +e)(l -p x -e)wl0]

subject to

44 This fact is summarized and proved in lemma 4.1.
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wlxixj zO ,i=  1, 2, j  =  1, 2, i * j, xtE{0, 1}, andx}e {0,1}; 

((Pi+e)2 - Pi2) wu + ((pl+c)(l-p1-e) - p ^ l-P j)) w10 * 0; 

((Pi+c)2 - PoPi) wu + ((Pi+e)(l-pi-e) - Po(l-Pi)) wl0 ^ e/(l-o).

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

Equation (4.5) denotes agent i ’ s  cooperation-related incentive compatibility constraint. 

Equation (4.6) represents agent z’s work-related incentive compatibility constraint. The 

optimal contract for agent i can be one o f the following three wage schemes:

(W l) wu > 0, and wl0 = 0;

(W2) w,, = 0, and wI0 > 0;

(W3) wn > 0, and wIQ > 0.

First, if  the contract form (W l) is optimal, then the binding work-related incentive 

constraint implies

This incentive system trivially satisfies cooperation-related constraint (4.5) because 

((Pi+e)2 * Pi2) wa > 0. Since the principal rewards the agents only if  both agents’ tasks are 

successful under this incentive system,45 this system is defined as “jo in t' performance 

evaluation (JPE hereafter). Under JPE, the agents are always cooperative if  the agents 

decide to work. The value o f JPE, given cooperation opportunities, is JPE’s ability to 

direct the agents’ attention to both tasks’ success and, therefore, to induce cooperation.

45 The wages in the other situations are zero since the model normalizes to zero 
limited liability. If limited liability is greater than zero, an agent is paid positive wages 
(e.g., base salary) for any production outcomes and additional rewards (e.g., bonus) for the 
case in which both tasks succeed.

w , r  e/[(1-oX fo+e)2- p0p,)] andw l0 = 0. (4.7)
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Second, if  the contract form (W2) is the optimal form o f wage contract, the binding 

work-related incentive constraint implies

wu = 0 and w10 = e / [(l-oX (p,+eX l-Pi ■*) - PoOPi))]- (4-8)

Since it implies that an agent will be rewarded only if  his task succeeds and the other 

agent’s task fails, this incentive system is interpreted as “tournament-based” relative 

performance evaluation (TRPE hereafter). This incentive scheme satisfies cooperation- 

related constraint (4.5) if  and only if  e s l^ p j.46 If e > l-2pT, then “noncooperation and 

work” is better than “cooperation and work” under the TRPE scheme. Cooperation 

increases not only the probability o f the one’s own success, but the other’s success, as well. 

Under the TRPE scheme, the agent strives to increase the probability o f his own success, 

but not to increase the probability o f the other’s success. Intuitively, if  the benefits o f 

cooperation are sufficiently great under the TRPE scheme, then the agent's incentive for 

his own success is dominated by his disincentive for the other agent’s success. In this 

model, l-2pt is the critical value above which it is impossible for TRPE to induce 

cooperation due to the dysfunctional aspect of TRPE.

46 Note that e > l-2pt implies that (p1+c)(l-p1-e) - p^ l-p ,) < 0. In this case, 
constraint (5) cannot be satisfied under TRPE since die left-hand side o f constraint (5) is 
strictly negative under TRPE if  e > l-2pr
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Finally, the contract form (W3) is examined. It is not difficult to see that the 

principal chooses (W3) if  and only if  e > l-2pj because o f the linearity of the problem.47 If 

e > l-pu wu > 0, and w10 > 0, then equations (4.5) and (4.6) are binding, and

w## = (e - (l-2p,))e / [ ( l-o ^ .-p o )^ ^ ) ] ; (4.9)

*io = (2pt+e)e / [(l-o)(p,-p0)(pI+e)]. (4.10)

The difference between wu  and wl0 is

wu - *io = -e /  (l-o)(p1-p0)(p1+e). (4.11)

This contract implies that the principal pays a base reward (e - (l-2p,))e / [(1 -0 )^ - 

p0)(Pi+e)], and an additional bonus, e / [(l-o)(PrPo)(Pi+e)]‘ The base reward is earned if  

the agent succeeds in his task, and the additional bonus is earned only if  the agent succeeds 

and the other agent fails. Hence, this contract is characterized as “bonus-based’ relative 

performance evaluation (BRPE). The principal should use BRPE because TRPE cannot 

induce cooperation for e e (l-2p„ 1-p,). By paying the base salary for the agent’s success 

in his own task, the principal provides enough incentive for cooperation, hi addition, by 

paying bonuses for relative success, the principal can utilize information about the 

common environmental shock o.

It is noteworthy that JPE is a team-oriented performance evaluation system because 

it makes both agents mutually accountable for the outcomes o f both tasks.48 Conversely,

47 Note that ((pl+e)(l-Pi-e) - p1(l-p l))w10 in constraint (4.5) is non-negative only if  
e £ l-2p,. If e s l-2p„ then the only binding constraint is work-related incentive constraint
(4.6). In this case, the principal never chooses to mix (W l) and (W2) since the principal’s 
problem is linear.

48 Chapter 2 discusses the importance o f mutual accountability in defining “teams.”
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both TRPE and BRPE are competition-oriented performance measurement systems 

because an agent is rewarded when he outperforms another agent. Furthermore, the agents 

under these competition-oriented performance evaluation systems cannot be seen as the 

members of a team since they do not share performance goals for which they are mutually 

accountable.

Let CJ9 CpR, and CbR be the agent V s expected wages (which are the expected costs 

for the principal) under JPE, TRPE, and BRPE, respectively. Then, the following lemma 

characterizes the feasible incentive contracts in the inseparable-cooperation case.

Lemma 4.1: Suppose the cooperation and work decisions are inseparable. Then, under 

the optimal incentive contract, w0I = wM = 0. Furthermore, the optimal incentive contract 

is one o f the following three contracts:

(1) JPE for e e(0 ,1-p

w„= e /  [(l-o)((p,+e)2 -PfPjJ; 

wio = 0;

Cj = ( o Jr(l-o)(pl+e)2)e/[(l-o )((p l+e)2 - p p j] .

(2) TRPE for e e(0, l-2 p j:

wI0 = e /[(l-a )((p1+e)(l-pl -e) -p fl-p ) )] ;  

wu = 0;

Cm = (p,+e)(l-pr e))e /  [((p,+e)(l-pr e) -p fl-p ))] -

(3) BRPE for e e[ l-2 p t, 1-pJ:

wu = (e-(l-2p j))e  /  [(l-a)(prpo)(pi+e)J;
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wio = (2Pi + e )e / [(l~4(PrPo)(Pi+e)];

CBR =  ( a ( e -  ( l-2 p t) )  +  ( J - a J p ^ ^ e ^ e  /  ( l-a ) (p r p J (p i+ £ ).

Proof: See appendix 2.

I f  e > l-2pt, then only (W l) and (W3) are possible. If  e e (0, l-2 p j, (W l) and (W2) are 

possible. However, comparisons between C„ CBR, and reveal that the expected costs 

for the principal are lower under JPE than under either BRPE or TRPE if  and only if

o < o* = ep0(e+pj) /  ((e+pr p0-ep0)(l-p1-e)), (4.12)

where o* > 0.

Proposition 4.1: Suppose the cooperation and work decisions are inseparable. (I) I f  a  < 

<j, JPE is optimal fo r  all e  €  (0, l - p f  (2) I f  o  z  a , BRPE is optimalfor e  e(Max{0, 1- 

2pJ, 1-pj) and TRPE is optimal fo r e 6(0, Max{0, l~2pj].

Proof: See appendix 2.

Proposition 4.1 states that team-oriented performance evaluation (i.e., JPE) is valuable if  

the effects of the common environmental factor are less than the critical value o*. The 

benefits of team-oriented performance evaluation stem from its ability to direct an agent to 

the success o f other agents and to provide a clear incentive for cooperation. In contrast, the 

benefits o f competition-oriented performance evaluation (i.e., TRPE or BRPE) stem from 

its ability to inform the principal about the common environmental factor and to reduce the 

moral hazard problem. An agent, however, may not cooperate under competitive
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performance evaluation even though cooperation benefits his own performance since, 

under competitive performance evaluation, cooperation may decrease the agent's expected 

rewards by increasing the other agent’s performance as well as his own. Since the agent 

has an incentive to decrease, or at least not increase the other agent’s performance under 

competitive performance evaluation, the principal must increase the rewards to compensate 

this negative effect of competitive performance evaluation on cooperation. This is true 

even if  I assume that there are no additional efforts associated with cooperation and the 

effects o f cooperation on each agent’s performance are the same.

Therefore, competitive performance evaluation becomes less efficient in inducing 

cooperation than team-oriented performance evaluation as the benefits o f cooperation 

increase or the benefits of reducing moral hazard problem associated with the common 

environmental factors decrease. Furthermore, even in situations where team-oriented 

performance evaluation is not optimal, the significant benefits o f cooperation may limit the 

use o f extreme competition (i.e., TRPE) because a tournament clearly decreases the 

incentive to cooperate. TRPE is efficient only if  the benefit o f cooperation is significantly 

low or information about the common environmental factor is significantly valuable.

Figure 4-2 illustrates proposition 4.1. The vertical axis measures the effects o f the 

common environmental shock, o, and the horizontal axis measures the benefits o f 

cooperation, e. The line OC represents o* given a specific e. Hence, if  o < o* for a specific 

e, then JPE is the dom inant incentive scheme. The area OCK2 defines the area in which 

JPE dominates TRPE and BRPE. Similarly, the areas 0AB1 and ABC denote the areas in 

which TRPE and BRPE are the dominant incentive schemes, respectively. If  e = l-2pt,
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o

JPE

0

f  Figure 4-2 depicts situations in which 0 < l-2pt, or equivalently, p, < 0.5 For a given e, 
the line 0C represents o* = ep0(e+p,) / ((e+pr p0-ep0)(l-pr e).
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then TRPE and BRPE is indifferent. From figure 4-2, it is clear that the region in which 

JPE is optimal increases as the effects o f the common environmental shock decrease or the 

benefits of cooperation increase. Moreover, figure 4-2 shows that o ' (represented by the 

line OC) increases as e increases. The following proposition summarizes this fact and other 

comparative statics with respect to o*.

Proposition 4.2: (I) do  / de> 0.

(2) do /d p 0 > 0.

(3) do /<%),<() iffe <  Vifpo - 2p, + (pl/4+p0-4pI))'/l).

Proof: See appendix 2.

The first result is intuitive. It states that as the benefits of cooperation increase, the critical 

value o* increases and, therefore, the region in which JPE dominates either TRPE or BRPE 

increases. The other two results require some explanation.

The second result implies that the area in which JPE dominates the other schemes 

(the area OCK2 in figure 4-2) increases as p0 increases. That is, the critical value increases 

as the probability o f success, given shirking, increases. If the probability of success, given 

shirking, is low, then inducing “work” is very inexpensive for the principal. For example, 

consider the case that p0 = 0. hi this case, shirking behaviors result in no wages since the 

tasks cannot be successful without working. Therefore, the principal tries to minimize the 

expected costs by identifying the effects o f the common shock. If  she uses JPE, then she 

eventually ends up with payments for the common environmental shock as well as the
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effort. For example, if  p0 = 0, the expected costs under JPE are e + [oe /  ((l-o)(p,+e)2)], 

whereas the expected costs under TRPE are e. Indeed, JPE is always dominated by either 

TRPE or BRPE if  p0 = 0. Therefore, if  the probability o f success, given shirking, is low, 

then the effect o f the common environmental shock becomes an important factor in 

determining the optimal incentive scheme. Thus, RPE (i.e., either TRPE or BRPE) 

becomes a more attractive option than JPE. In contrast, if  the probability o f success, given 

shirking, is high, then the difference between working and shirking decreases. For 

example, if  p0 ~ Pi, then it is expensive to induce working because it is difficult to 

distinguish between working and shirking. In this case, inducing cooperation can be an 

inexpensive way to induce working, especially because the benefits o f cooperation cannot 

be realized without working. Therefore, as the probability o f success, given shirking, 

increases, the relative importance o f cooperation increases. As a result, the area 0CK2 in 

figure 4-2, in which JPE dominates, increases as the probability o f success given shirking, 

p0, increases.

The final result reveals the interaction between pt and e. If  e is sufficiently low, the 

final result implies that the region in which JPE dominates the other schemes decreases as 

Pj increases. This is similar to the previous result with respect to p0. That is, the relative 

importance o f information about the common environmental shock increases as the 

probability o f success given working increases. In other words, the benefits o f JPE 

increase as the probability o f success given working decreases. As a result, the area 0CK2 

in figure 4-2, in which JPE dominates, increases as the probability o f success given 

working, p„ decreases if  e is sufficiently low.
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If the benefits o f cooperation, e, are sufficiently high, however, increases in p, 

increase the region in which JPE dominates the other schemes. This can be explained by 

an examination o f equation (4.6). If  e is high enough, the coefficient o f w10 in equation

(4.6) (i.e., (p1+e)(l-p1-e) - p0(l-pj)), becomes negative.49 If the coefficient is negative, then 

the increases in wI0 require increases in w tl, and decrease the value o f the RPE schemes. 

Moreover, the coefficient o f wl0 in equation (4.6) decreases as pt increases if  e is high 

enough. If  e is great enough, then the benefits o f cooperation are large, whereas the value 

of RPE decreases as p, increases. As a result, the area OCK2 in figure 4-2, in which JPE 

dominates, increases as the probability o f success given working, pt, increases if  e is 

sufficiently high.

Overall, the region in which team-oriented performance evaluation (i.e., JPE) is 

optimal (the area 0CK2 in figure 4-2) increases as (1) p0 increases, (2) pt increases with 

sufficiently high e, or (3) p, decreases with sufficiently low e. If e is sufficiently low, the 

area in which team-oriented performance evaluation is optimal increases as the 

productivity increase arises from the “work” decision, which can be defined as p, -p0, 

decreases. Conversely, if  e is sufficiently high, increases in p0 or pt increase the area in 

which team-oriented performance evaluation is optimal since any competition-oriented 

performance evaluation scheme (i.e., BRPE or TRPE) becomes relatively more costly.

49 A negative coefficient implies that TRPE cannot induce the agents to work.
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4.3 Separation of Cooperation Decision and Work Decision

In the previous section, it is assumed that the agents cannot be “cooperative” if  they 

shirk. It is possible, however, that the cooperation and work decisions can be separated 

and, therefore, the agents can be cooperative even though they shirk. This section 

examines the situation where it is possible for an agent to enjoy the benefits o f cooperation 

if  both agents decide to cooperate regardless o f the other agent’s work decision. Let A. e 

[0,1] represent the degree o f separation between the cooperation decision and the work 

decision. In other words, A. represents the fraction o f the benefits o f cooperation realized 

by an agent if  both agents cooperate but the other agent decides to shirk. For example, if 

both agents cooperate but only agent 2 decides to work, the probability o f task 2’s success 

is p!+A.e, while the probability o f task 1 ’s success is p0.so Let sxixJ be the wage for agent i if 

cooperation and work decisions are separable, where i * j ,  xte {0,1} andx f  {0,1}. Since 

s01 and Sqq are zero under the optimal contract, the separable-cooperation opportunity 

changes the principal’s problem to the following:51

Min[g^  Z  = 2[(o+(l-o)(pl +e)(p1+e))j11 + (1 -oX ^+eX l 

subject to

((Pt+e)2 - Pi2) su + ((Pi+e)(l-p,-e) - p,(l-Pi)> s10 * 0; (4.13)

50 The inseparable case examined in the previous section is a special case where A.
=  0 .

51 The complete principal’s problem with and s^ is specified and analyzed in 
the proof o f lemma 4.2.
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((Pi+e)2 - PoCpt+A-e)) su + ((p1+e)(l-pl-e) - p0(l-p,-Ae)) Si0 * e/(l-cr); (4.14)

((Pt+c)2 - PoP.) s„ + ((p,+e)(l-pr e) - p0(l-p,)> sI0 k e/(l-a); (4.15)

sn  * 0, s l0 * 0. (4.16)

Equations (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15) are all incentive compatibility constraints.52 First, 

equation (4.13) implies that “work and cooperation” is better than “work and 

noncooperation” for agent /, while the second equation (4.14) implies that “work and 

cooperation” is better than “shirk and cooperation” for agent /. Equation (4.15) guarantees 

that “work and cooperation” is better than “shirk and noncooperation.” Equation (4.16) is 

the limited liability constraint.

In the previous inseparable-cooperation case, the agents cannot be cooperative if  

either agent shirks. Unlike the previous case, equation (4.14) is added because the agents 

can be cooperative regardless o f the work decision.53 This additional constraint is 

important because it increases the expected costs of using JPE and, therefore, decreases the 

value of JPE. Furthermore, adding equation (4.14) results in an additional feasible 

incentive scheme under which the principal pays the agent i f  the agent’s task succeeds 

regardless o f the other agent’s performance. This contract scheme is defined as 

“independent performance evaluation” (IPE hereafter). Let Zj, ZpE, Z ^ , and ZgR be agent 

z’s expected wages (which are the expected costs for the principal) under JPE, IPE, TRPE,

52 The individual compatibility condition is satisfied trivially due to the limited 
liability constraint.

53 Note that in the previous case, equation (4.14) is the same as equation (4.15).
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and BRPE, respectively. Then, the following lemma characterizes the feasible incentive 

contracts in the separable-cooperation case.

Lemma 4.2: Suppose the cooperation and work decisions are separable. Then, under the 

optimal incentive contract, s0J = sM = 0. Furthermore, the optimal incentive contract is 

one o f  the following four contracts.

(1) JPE fo r  e e(0, 1-pJ:

sn = e/[(l-o)((p,+e)2 -pfPt+Ae))]; 

s:o = 0;

Zj = (o+  (l-o )(p^e)2)e/[(l-o)((p,+ e)2 -p &,+*£))].

(2) IPE fo r  e  e(0, 1-pJ:

*n = s l0 =  e  /  [(1-dHPi+e-p,)];

ZIPE =  (o+(l~o)(Pi+£))e /  [( l-o X p ^ e -p J ].

(2) TRPE fo r  e e(0, l-2 p j:  

sn = 0;

s!0 = e /  [(l-o)((pI+e)(l-pr e) - p f l - p M ;

Zm = (P t+ eX l-pre^e/[((p^e)(l-pr e) -p fl-p j)] .

(4) BRPE fo r  e e [ l-2 p ]f l~Pi):

Sn  =  ( e f 1 -2Pi))e/[(l~°)(PrPo)(Pi+e)]; 

sio = (2pi+ e)e/[(l-q)(prp 0)(pl+e)];

Zbr = (o(e-(l -2p)) + (1 -o)pl(pl +e))e/[(l-o)(prpoKp!+£)].

Proof: See appendix 2.
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Lemma 4.2 shows that under JPE, sn = e /  [((l-o)((pi+e)2 - p0(Pt+Xe))], which is bigger 

than wu defined in equation (4.7). Intuitively, the value o f JPE stems from the fact that it 

motivates an agent to help the other agent succeed. If  the cooperation decision cannot be 

separated from the work decision, the probability o f the other agent’s success increases 

only if  the agent cooperates as well as works. If the cooperation decision can be separated 

from the work decision, however, that probability can be increased by cooperation with 

shirking. The informational value o f JPE decreases more under the separable cooperation 

case than under the inseparable cooperation case and, therefore, JPE becomes a more 

expensive option for the principal. Moreover, the benefits o f JPE in inducing cooperation 

decrease as the degree o f separation (X) increases.54

Lemma 4.2 also shows that there exists an alternative scheme, IPE, that can be used 

if  the cooperation and work decisions are separable. A positive sl0 (i.e., RPE) is valuable 

to extract information about the common environmental shock, whereas a positive su (i.e., 

JPE) is valuable to induce cooperation. Under IPE, the principal can induce the agent to 

work and cooperate by balancing these two countervailing effects.55 The next proposition 

characterizes the relationship between JPE and IPE.

54 Note that az ,/0 X  >0.

55 A reason for su = sI0 is the assumption that cooperation does not require 
additional effort. If this assumption does not hold, the suggested scheme would neither be 
IPE nor simple JPE.
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Proposition 4.3: IPE dominates JPE if  A > X, where

X  =  [£Po (P&e) - °(1 -P r£)  (Pi+&Po-epJ] f  [epfo+W -dtfpi+e))].

JPE dominates IPE if  A < X \

Corollary 4.1: dX  /  do  < 0.

Proof: See appendix 2.

Proposition 4.3 states that IPE dominates JPE if  A. > A.*. JPE provides the agents not only 

an incentive for shirking but also an incentive for cooperation. Under JPE, an agent can 

increase his chance o f receiving wages simply by cooperating and, therefore, increasing the 

other agent’s probability o f success. 5 6  Since shirking does not prevent this probability 

increase, JPE provides incentives for shirking while providing incentives for cooperation.

It is clear that the opportunity for free-riding increases as A. increases. An option for 

preventing this type o f free-riding behavior is RPE. RPE, however, may not provide 

enough incentive for cooperation since cooperation benefits the other agent. To balance 

these two conflicting incentives, the principal may use IPE. By using IPE, the principal 

can provide incentives for both working and cooperation. Specifically, IPE is an effective 

scheme to ameliorate JPE’s free-riding problem. Since the free-riding problem under JPE 

increases as the degree o f separation (A.) increases, IPE dominates JPE if  A. is sufficiently 

large.

The corollary shows that as the effects o f the common environmental shock (o) 

increase, the critical value A.* increases and, therefore, the range within which IPE

5 6  This is true even if  cooperation does require additional effort.
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dominates JPE increases. The reason is intuitive. Both JPE and IPE compensate the 

agents even if  the common environmental shock is favorable. However, the probability o f 

paying non-zero wages under JPE is

o + (l-a)(p,+e ) 2  = 1 + o (l - (Pi+e)2) (4.17)

while the probability o f paying the wages under IPE is

o + (1-oXpfte) = 1 + o (l - (p!+e». (4.18)

Since the favorable environmental shock does not require the agents’ effort for success, the 

principal wants to avoid paying non-zero wages given the favorable environmental shock. 

Equations (4.17) and (4.18) show that the probability o f paying non-zero wages is higher 

under JPE than under IPE by afcj+cXl-ppe); this difference increases as a  increases. This 

relationship is confirmed by examining the condition in proposition 4.3. By rearranging 

the condition in proposition 4.3, it can be shown that IPE dominates JPE ifo  k o*, where 

ox = (l-AOepofo+e) /  [(l-p ^ X p ^ e  +Xep0 -p0 -ep0)] > o '.

Therefore, IPE dominates JPE if  o  is sufficiently large.

RPE is useful in extracting information about the common environmental shock, 

but not useful in inducing cooperation. In contrast, JPE is useful in inducing cooperation 

while it is not useful in extracting information about the common environmental shock.

IPE can be utilized to balance these two effects given the separable cooperation decision. 

The following proposition summarizes the results:
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Proposition 4.4: Suppose the cooperation and work decisions are separable. (1) I fa <  (f, 

JPE is optimal fo r  all e  e(0, l-p ^ . (2) I f  c f £  <J< o , IPE is optimal fo r  all e  e (0 ,1 -p f  

(3) I f  a  k  a , BRPE is optimalfor e  £  (Max{0, l-2 p j, 1-pJ and TRPE is optim alfor e 6(0, 

Max{0, l-2Pl}J.

Proof: See appendix 2.

Proposition 4.4 characterizes conditions under which JPE, IPE, BRPE, and TRPE are 

optimal. Suppose o < o x. Then, the effects o f the common environmental shock on the 

task’s success are not significant, hi this case, cooperation is relatively important and, 

therefore, JPE is the optimal incentive contract. Now, suppose o ^ o \  Then, JPE is 

dominated by IPE since the effects of the common environmental shock are significant. In 

this case, only IPE, BRPE, and TRPE must be compared. If  a  * o* and e > l-2p1} then 

TRPE is not available, and IPE is optimal and dominates BRPE if  and only if  the effects of 

the common environmental shock are less that a critical value o*. Similarly, if  o ^ a* and e 

s l- 2 p[ (hence BRPE is not available), then IPE is optimal and dominates TRPE if  and 

only if  the effects o f the common environmental shock are less that a critical value o*.

Also, the expected costs for the principal under BRPE and TRPE are the same if  and only 

if  a  = l- 2 p!.

Figure 4-3 illustrates proposition 4.4. The vertical axis measures the effects o f the 

common environmental shock, o, and the horizontal axis measures the benefits o f 

cooperation, e. To represent proposition 4.4, figure 4-3 is based on situations in which 0 < 

l-2p1} or equivalently p, < 0.5. Hence, all o f the schemes discussed in lemma 4.2 are
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Figure 4-3: Optimal Contracts (Separable Decisions)1

o

i

BRPE

TRPE

IPE

JPE

0 K-i = l-2 p,

t  Figure 4-3 depicts situations in which 0 < l-2pls or equivalently, p! < 0.5 For a given e, 
the lines 0C and 0D represent o* = ep0 (e+pj) / ((e+pl-p0 -ep0 )(l-p l-e) and ak = (1- 
^)ePo(Pi+e) I [(l-P reKPi+e -t-A.epo-p0 -epo)], respectively.
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possible for some range o f e. Specifically, if  0 < e < l-2p1, then IPE, JPE, and TRPE are 

available schemes. If l-2pt < e < l-p t, then IPE, JPE, and BRPE are available. The line 

0C represents o* and the line OD represents o \

Figure 4-3 shows that JPE is the optimal incentive contract if  o < o* for an c e (0, 

1-p,). The area 0DK2 defines the area in which JPE dominates the other incentive 

contracts. Similarly, IPE is the optimal incentive contract if  o* s  o < a for an e e  (0,1- 

p,). The area OCD defines the area in which IPE dominates the other incentive contracts.

If o > o* for an e e (0, l-2p,], then TRPE is the optimal incentive contract, and the area 

0AB1 denotes the area in which TRPE dominates. Finally, if  o > o* for an e e (l-2pl5 1- 

p,), then BRPE is the optimal incentive contract and its area is defined as ABC. From 

figure 4-3, it is clear that the regions in which JPE and IPE are optimal increase as the 

effects o f the common environmental shock decrease.

Moreover, in the separable case, the region in which JPE is the optimal incentive 

contract increases as the degree o f separation (A.) decreases. 5 7  Therefore, there exists an 

inverse relationship between the benefits of team-oriented performance evaluation (i.e., 

JPE) and the separability o f the benefits o f cooperation and the work decision. Team- 

oriented performance evaluation provides an incentive for shirking while providing an 

incentive for cooperation. The negative effects o f team-oriented performance evaluation 

decrease as a cooperation decision and a work decision become more inseparable. Since 

inseparable cooperation implies that the realization o f the benefits o f cooperation depends 

on the agents’ work decisions, the principal, using the team-oriented performance

5 7  Note that do* /  d k  < 0.
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evaluation system, can reinforce the agents’ incentives to work by providing incentives to 

cooperate. Hence, the degree o f separation is an important determinant o f the optimality o f 

team-oriented performance evaluation.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter examines the characteristics o f various compensation contracts and the 

conditions under which the benefits o f cooperation can be efficiently realized.

Specifically, this chapter compares the benefits o f team-oriented performance evaluation, 

competitive performance evaluation, and independent performance evaluation. Although 

Itoh (1991,1992) and Hemmer (199S) study the implications o f a helping effort on optimal 

performance evaluation systems, the results in this chapter provide new insights into the 

interactions among performance evaluation systems, task characteristics, and task 

relationships.

First, by introducing the concept o f cooperation into the model, this chapter shows 

the benefits of team-oriented performance evaluation even if  there exist common 

environmental shocks. As Holmstrom (1982) and Mookheijee (1984) show, competition- 

oriented relative performance evaluation is valuable if  the agents face common uncertainty 

under which an agent's output provides information about another agent's state of nature.

In contrast, Itoh (1991,1992) and Hemmer (199S) examine cases in which each agent can 

provide the other agent a helping effort, which is not necessarily to increase his own 

performance, and show conditions under which team-oriented performance evaluation and 

task allocations are optimal.
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The analysis in this chapter, however, demonstrates that an agent may not cooperate 

under competitive performance evaluation (i.e., TRPE or BRPE) even though cooperation 

benefits his own performance. For example, under TRPE, the principal rewards an agent 

only if  his task succeeds and the other agent’s task fails. Under this extremely 

competition-oriented system, an agent may give up possible increases in his own 

performance and decide not to cooperate to prevent increases in the other agent’s 

performance since the agent has an incentive to decrease, or at least not increase, the other 

agent’s performance. As the benefits o f cooperation increase, these negative effects o f 

TRPE increase and, therefore, TRPE becomes a sub-optimal performance evaluation 

system. An alternative to TRPE is BRPE, under which a base reward is earned if  the agent 

succeeds in his task, and an additional bonus is earned only if  the agent succeeds and the 

other agent fails. Although BRPE mitigates the competitive elements o f TRPE by 

rewarding the agent’s success regardless o f the other agent’s performance, it still relies on 

competition between the agents and, therefore, results in the same problem as TRPE if  the 

benefits o f cooperation are significantly large. As a result, if  the effects o f cooperation are 

significantly large, team-oriented performance evaluation is used in the following way: the 

principal has an agent responsible for the success o f both his and the other agent’s tasks 

(i.e., JPE). The benefits o f this team-oriented performance evaluation system stem from its 

ability to direct agents to the success o f others and to provide a clear incentive for 

cooperation. As the benefits o f cooperation increase, cooperation is more efficiently 

induced by team-oriented performance evaluation than by competitive performance 

evaluation.
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Second, this chapter examines the implications o f the relationships between 

cooperation and productive work on optimal performance evaluation systems.

Specifically, the model treats the degree o f separation between the benefits o f cooperation 

and the work decision as endogenous. The relationship between the benefits of 

cooperation and the work decisions is defined as “inseparable” if  the benefits o f the 

employees’ simultaneous cooperation decisions are not realized without work efforts. In 

contrast, the relationship is defined as “separable” if  the benefits o f the employees’ 

simultaneous cooperation decisions can be realized without work efforts. The analysis 

shows that, as the relationships become more separable, team-oriented performance 

evaluation provides the agents with not only more incentive for cooperation, but more 

incentive for shirking as well. Another option for preventing such free-riding behavior is 

competitive performance evaluation. Competitive performance evaluation, however, may 

not provide enough incentive for cooperation since cooperation benefits the other agent.

To balance these two conflicting incentives, the principal utilizes independent performance 

evaluation (IPE), under which an agent is rewarded for his task’s success regardless o f the 

other agent’s performance. By employing IPE, the principal can provide appropriate 

incentives for both working and cooperation. Furthermore, the results show that there 

exists an inverse (positive) relationship between the benefits o f team-oriented 

(independent) performance evaluation and the separability  o f a cooperation decision and a 

work decision.

Throughout this chapter, cooperation opportunities are assumed as given and their 

effects on performance evaluation systems are examined; future research might treat them
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as endogenous. Furthermore, future research might examine organizational, technological 

or behavioral conditions under which those cooperation opportunities arise and examine 

the interactions between those conditions and performance evaluation systems. For 

example, Just-In-Time, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), and lean production 

change manufacturing processes and relationships among agents. As a result, 

understanding interactions between those changes and performance measurement 

systems/organizational structures becomes important in business success.
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5.1 Introduction

As I show in chapters 3 and 4, the possibilities of cooperation and externalities 

existing among agents determine the effectiveness o f team-oriented organizational 

structures and performance measurement. Specifically, in chapter 3 ,1 show that an 

individual information system can be undesirable if  there exists an opportunity for an 

agent’s adaptive decision making due to externalities after information is revealed, hi 

chapter 4 ,1 show that the relationships between cooperation and work decisions determine 

the effectiveness o f team-oriented incentive contracts (e.g., JPE). These two chapters not 

only derive some important conditions under which team-oriented incentive contracts and 

information systems are beneficial, but also imply that the nature o f and relationships 

among agents’ tasks can be important determinants o f the benefits o f team-oriented 

incentive contracts.

The purpose o f this chapter is to further examine the effects o f  the nature of tasks 

on incentive contracts. Specifically, I examine situations where (i) an agent’s effort affects 

both his and the other agent's performance in sequential production and (ii) both agents are 

engaged in problem-solving activities. First, I show that the form o f an agent’s optimal 

incentive contract depends on the effect o f the agent’s effort on performance measures, 

especially if  an agent's performance measure signals both his and the other agent’s 

performance. Specifically, I examine the situation where the first agent can affect the 

outcome o f the second task while the second agent cannot affect the outcome o f the first
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task. Under the optimal incentive contract, the first agent’s reward increases as the second 

agent’s performance increases, as well as his own performance increases. The second 

agent’s reward, however, increases as his own performance increases, but decreases as the 

first agent’s performance increases even though no common shock is associated with the 

agents’ tasks. Unlike the literature examining the effects of common shocks (for example, 

Holmstrom, 1982; Mookheijee, 1984), RPE is used for the second agent’s performance 

evaluation to distinguish the second agent’s contribution from the first agent’s contribution 

to the outcome o f the second task.

Second, I examine the effects o f agents’ problem-solving activities on incentive 

contracts. It is assumed that two agents are engaged in a problem-solving activity and its 

result can improve the outcomes o f their production tasks. Moreover, it is assumed that the 

principal can subjectively predict the effectiveness o f the outcomes o f the problem-solving 

task on production. The real litmus test o f its effectiveness, however, is the improvement 

in the outcomes o f production tasks. Therefore, the outcomes o f production tasks provide 

additional information about the effectiveness o f the agent’s problem-solving effort. In 

this case, a team-oriented incentive contract (i.e., JPE) with respect to production tasks can 

be used to motivate the agents to exercise proper problem-solving efforts when the agents 

are assigned to both problem-solving tasks and production tasks, and the errors associated 

with the principal’s subjective assessment are sufficiently large. Although Itoh (1991, 

1992) shows a similar result introducing the possibility o f an agent’s helping effort, his 

model can be viewed as a special case in which the principal cannot assess the
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effectiveness of problem-solving efforts and an agent’s problem-solving effort improves 

the outcome of the other agent’s task but does not improve the outcome o f his task.

The following section examines incentive contracts in a sequential production 

setting using a continuous effort model. Sections 5.3 characterizes the effects o f a 

problem-solving activity on incentive contracts. A brief conclusion is provided in section 

5.4.

5.2 Performance Measurement in Sequential Production

In this section, I model a sequential production process, which is similar to the 

model in chapter 3, with worker specialization. An example of this type o f process is an 

assembly line production process. It is assumed that there are two agents, agent 1 and 2, 

responsible for tasks 1 and 2, respectively. The outcome of task 1 is an intermediate 

product, whose value is determined by its quality, x ^ ,  e0), where e, is the effort o f agent 1  

and e0  is a random shock in production process 1. If a principal wants to evaluate x l 5  then 

she can introduce an imperfect (quality) reporting system. The system reports et), 

where et is a random error in the inspection process. Therefore, the principal and the two 

agents can have an inspection report only after the production process is completed. The 

outcome of task 2  is a final product, whose value is determined by its quality, x2 (e2 , x„ e^, 

where % is the effort o f agent 2 and % is a random shock in production process 2. It is 

assumed that the principal sells x2  to an external market, and the final product market 

evaluates the outcome (quality) with no error. The principal realizes revenue = x2.
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The outcomes and efforts are assumed continuous, and production functions are assumed 

as follows:

xi = e 1 + e0, (5.1)

i! = x 1 + e1, (5.2)

x2  = e2  + vx, + £2 , (5.3)

where 8j ~ N (0 , d,-), j  = 0 ,1,2, and v  is an externality realized from the outcome (quality) 

of the intermediate product. The relationship between the two agents is defined in terms o f 

x2. That is, the first agent's effort increases the outcome o f the final product, which 

combines both agents' efforts. It is assumed that e0, e l 5  and 8 2  are independent. 3 8  

Consequently, equations (5.2) and (5.3) can be rewritten as follows:

I, = et + e0  + e,

= e, + et, (5.2')

x2  = e 2  + v(el + e0) + e2

= e2  + ve, + 8 2 , (5.3')

where £j = e0  + et ~ N (0 , o,), o t 2  = d0 2  + d ,2, and 8 2  = v e0  + ^  ~ N (0, Oj), o 2 2  = ̂ d , , 2  + d22.

Each agent's utility function is described by an exponential function,

- c(ej)) = -expK sj - c(e,))], i =1,2, (5.4)

where r > 0  is the agent's absolute risk aversion, s, is the agent's compensation schedule, 

and c(ej) is the agent's disutility function associated with the effort e{. The compensation

5 8  In other words, there are no common environmental shocks associated with the 
production process.
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schedule is restricted to be a linear function o f information about each agent's output, and 

c(ej) = Vie] for simplicity . 5 9  The compensation schedule is characterized by the following:

Si = ag + ajlt + 8 3 X2 ,

and

&2 = b0  + b j ,  + b 2 x2.

The incentive contract utilizes the inspection report and the outcome o f the final product to 

compensate each agent. Therefore, both agents are evaluated and compensated based on 

the outcomes o f both the intermediate product and the final product. Without loss of 

generality, the agent's opportunity wage is assumed to be zero. Then, the principal’s 

problem can be rewritten as

Max EUp = ez + vei - E ^ f l^ , x j )  - Xj))

subject to

E U ^ a , ,  x,), c(e,-)] ;> 0; (5.5)

ej e  argmax E U ^s^ ,, x j , c(ej)], where i = 1,2. (5.6)

5 9  Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) examine a model under which a linear 
compensation schedule is optimal in a multi-period setting. As I assume in this chapter, 
they assume (i) exponential utility, and (ii) normal distributions o f the error terms 
associated with performance measures. Furthermore, they assume the agent’s 
controllability o f the drift rate of a stochastic process o f performance measures. Some 
single-period applications o f their model can be found in Holmstrom and Milgrom (1990, 
1991), Itoh (1992), and Hemmer (1995).
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Constraint (5.5) represents the agents' individual rationality constraint, whereas constraint 

(5.6) represents their incentive compatibility constraints. The optimal solution for this 

principal’s problem is summarized in the following lemma:

Lemma 5.1: (i) The optimal solution fo r  the above principal’s problem is: 

e f  = [v(v2a[2-2vo[2+o22)]  /  [v2 aI2-2val2+a f-ra ^ + ra f o f], 

ef  = (%/ [of+ O n+ rofaf],

a i = [v(o f-vol2)]  /  [v2of-2von + of-rolf+ r(jfo f] , 

a f  = [v(vaf-a l2)] / [v2 al2~2val2+ af-ralf - ,rral2a f], 

b f  = -[^(v2 a f-2v al2+ a f)]  /  [v2 a  2-2val2+a22-ra!22+ral2a22], 

b 2 = /  [ a 2-rol2+ ro2a22] ,

E U ; = 'M ef + vef).

(ii) As v increases, e* increases and e f  remains constant 

(Hi) a/  > 0, a2* > 0, b f  > 0, and b f  < 0.

Proof: See appendix 3.

Lemma 5.1 shows that the first agent’s effort increases as the externality, v, 

increases whereas the second agent’s effort is constant. Since the principal's utility is 

determined by x2, which is increasing in v, she wants to motivate the first agent to work 

hard as the externality increases. The principal, however, does not have any reason to 

change the second agent's incentive even though v changes. As a result, the incentive part 

of the first agent's wage (i.e., at and sf) increases as the externality increases, and therefore,
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the first agent increases effort accordingly. However, the second agent is not provided 

with that incentive in his compensation schedule, and hence, does not react to the changes 

in the externality.

This characteristic o f the optimal incentive contract is described in the last part of 

lemma 5.1. Since the first agent is responsible for the outcome of the intermediate product 

and this outcome determines a part o f the outcome o f the final product, the principal, using 

information about both outcomes (i.e., I, and Xj), compensates the first agent positively 

with respect to both outcomes (i.e., at* > 0 and a /  > 0). That is, the first agent's realized 

wage increases as either performance measure increases, hi this case, the first agent's 

compensation based on the outcome o f the final product can be viewed as a type o f bonus 

which reinforces the incentive. The second agent’s compensation schedule, however, 

shows b2* < 0. This resembles a RPE contract, but the reason behind this contract is 

different than that o f other RPE systems examined in the literature. This result stems from 

the fact that part of the second agent’s outcome is attributable to the outcome of the first 

task. Since the principal wants to distinguish the effects o f the first agent’s effort from 

those o f the second agent’s effort, she subtracts the effects o f the outcome of the first task 

on the final outcome from the second agent’s performance. Therefore, this result holds 

even if  there is no common uncertainty (i.e., o 1 2  = 0) although the advantage o f RPE is 

often argued to be realized under the common uncertainty cases.
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Furthermore, lemma S.l shows that an individual inspection system is always 

utilized to motivate both agents. 6 0  The reason is that, unlike the situation in chapter 3, 

there is no opportunity o f agents’ adaptive behaviors after information is delivered. In this 

case, the principal can have more information and more motivational tools by utilizing the 

individual inspection report. Because the individual inspection report reinforces the first 

agent's incentive by directly investigating the outcome o f the intermediate product, it can 

induce better performance from the first agent. Furthermore, by using the inspection 

report, the principal can mitigate the information asymmetry problem underlying the final 

production process. The second agent’s performance is more transparent given the 

individual inspection report because the report reveals information about the part o f the 

final outcome contributed by the first agent. As a result, utilizing the individual inspection 

report motivates the second agent better for the principal in inducing both agents’ efforts.

5.3 Problem-Solving Activities

Recently, problem-solving activities have become an important factor in 

improvement o f productivity and product quality. For example, the success o f total quality 

management teams and quality circles at Texas Instruments Malaysia can be, at least 

partially, attributed to team members’ consistent efforts in solving quality-related problems 

at hand (Cheney, Sims, and Manz, 1993). Moreover, problem-solving teams are one o f the

6 0  If the principal does not want to utilize the individual inspection system, she will 
set aj = b t = 0, which is not optimal, as shown in lemma 5.1.
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popular type o f teams adopted by firms. 6 1  In this section, I examine the effects o f problem

solving activities on incentive contracts using a model similar to the model in section 5.2.

It is assumed that there are two agents, agent 1 and 2, who take charge on tasks 1 

and 2, respectively. At the beginning o f the production process, both agents are assigned 

on a problem-solving task. The agents are asked to identify possible problems and find 

possible solutions for the problems. This report does not provide the principal with any 

direct profit, but it does provide a benefit by improving the performance o f both agents’ 

normal production tasks. The value o f the problem-solving activity, which the principal is 

assumed not to directly observe, is 

yr(fi> fi) = fi + f2>

where ft and f2  is the effort o f agent 1 and agent 2, respectively . 6 2  After solving the 

problems in their production process, each agent proceeds to perform his normal 

production task. The outcome o f task i is

xi(ei,y r,e i) = e{ + v y r + ei, (5.7)

where e.; is the effort o f agent i, v e (0 , °°) is the effect o f agent j ’s problem-solving effort 

on performance o f agent i’s task, and e{ -  N(0, o) is a random shock in production process

6 1  Dumain (1994) reports 91% of American firms use problem-solving teams.

6 2  Although it is assumed that there is no uncertainty associated with problem
solving activities, relaxing this assumption does not change the results.
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i. 6 3  Therefore, agent i’s problem-solving effort improves the outcomes o f both agent i and 

j ’s tasks by v(fj + Q . 6 4

Although the principal cannot observe the agents’ problem-solving efforts, it is 

assumed that the problem-solving activity can be reviewed by the principal and evaluated 

as

r̂Ĉ l» ^ 2  ®r) = fl ■*" ^ 2  £r» (5*®)

where er ~ N(0, or) is a random error in subjectively evaluating the problem-solving 

activity . 6 5  The covariance o f and is assumed to be po 2  and the covariance o f er and e{ 

is assumed to be zero.

Each agent's utility function is described by an exponential function,

Ui(s, - c(ej» = -expt-rfo - c(ej - c(Q>], i = 1 , 2 , 

where r  > 0  is the agent's absolute risk aversion, s{ is the agent's compensation schedule, 

and c(ej) and c(f-) are the agent's disutility function associated with the efforts. For 

simplicity, it is assumed that c(e;) — and c(fj) = The compensation schedule is

6 3  To save notation, I assume that the variance o f the error terms o f each 
performance measure is a2. The qualitative results do not change even if the variances are 
different.

6 4  The problem-solving tasks in this chapter and cooperation in chapter 4 have 
similar characteristics. Specifically, the agents’ efforts for both tasks increase the agents’ 
performance. While cooperation requires both agents’ simultaneous efforts and its effects 
on both agents’ performance are not directly measurable, however, the effects of an agent’s 
problem-solving effort can be realized without the other agent's problem-solving effort and 
are measurable subjectively.

6 5  Itoh’s (1992) model can be viewed as a special case in which x,. cannot be 
generated and Xj = ei + vy r + ei, where yr = ^, i * j.
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restricted to be a linear function o f information about each agent's output. The incentive 

contract is characterized by the following: 6 6  

Sj = So + a[xr + a 1 x 1 + 2̂

and

Sj = b0  + b ^  + b,x 1 + b2 x2.

The principal’s problem in this case is:

Max EUp = Efrj+Xj) - Efc^x,, xt, Xj)) - E fo fo  x„ x^) 

subject to

EUjtSjCXj, x„ x^, c(f;, Cj)] * 0; (5.9)

Cj e  argmax E U ^ x ,, x„ x j , eft, q)]; (5.10)

e  argmax EUjO^x,, xlt Xj), eft, e;)], where i = 1 , 2 . (5.11)

Constraint (5.9) in the principal's problem represents the agents' individual rationality 

constraint, whereas constraints (5.10) and (5.11) represent their incentive compatibility 

constraints with respect to problem-solving and production efforts, respectively. The 

optimal solution for this principal’s problem is summarized in the following lemma:

6 6  I assume that the principal’s subjective evaluation is observable by the agents 
and contractible. Although this assumption is restrictive, the use o f subjective evaluation 
on agents’ performance is not uncommon. For example, informal reviews o f a team or 
individual’s performance by customers, clients, managers, and fellow team members are 
often included in the performance evaluation process (Eccles and Crane, 1988; Mohrman, 
Cohen, Mohrman Jr., 1995).
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Lemma 5.2: Under the assumptions given above, the optimal solution fo r the above 

principal’s problem is:

e f  = e f  — [ c?(l +rar2)  + v*crf(l + 2rd-2rpd)] /  0,

/ , '  = / /  =  v[d(2+(2r<?+rar2)(l-p )) + S(2<r?+4r<to?)(l-p»] /  4>, 

a*  = b f  =  [ <?(1 +rar2)  + v2ar2(l+2ro!-2rpo2)J /  &, 

a f  = b f  = fv 2a 2(l+ 2r02-2rpo2)  - pd(l+ ro?)]  /  0, 

a f  = 6 r* = [vcf(l +p)(l +2r<f-2rpc?)] /  0,

E U f = '/2(x f + xf),  

where 0 = (f(l+ ror2)(l+r<?(l-f?)) + y?o?(l+2r<t(l-p)).

Proof: See appendix 3.

Lemma 5.2 shows that the principal wants to induce positive problem-solving 

efforts (i.e., fj* >0). As a result, each agent’s wage increases as the principal evaluates the 

benefits o f the problem-solving activity as more favorable (i.e., a,. = br> 0). The principal 

wants to utilize her personal and imperfect evaluation when she evaluates the agents’ 

problem-solving efforts and their effectiveness. The proportion o f the rewards based on 

the principal’s evaluation, however, decreases as the principal’ judgement error (i.e., o f)  

increases. Clearly, as the principal’s judgment error increases, the value of subjective 

evaluation as information about the agents’ problem-solving efforts decreases and, hence, 

the principal decreases the weight o f her subjective evaluation in determining the agents’ 

rewards.
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A more important result is the effects o f these problem-solving activities on 

incentive contracts with respect to the agents’ production tasks. Lemma 5.2 shows that 

each agent’s rewards increase as his performance on his own production task increases. 

Conversely, the rewards for the other agent's performance depend on several factors in the 

problem-solving and production tasks. The following proposition summarizes the effects:

Proposition 5.1: Let v* = pc?(l + raj /  o*(l + 2rd(l-p)). (i) JPE with respect to the 

agents production tasks (i.e., a f  > 0 and b * > 0) is optimal ifv* > v*. (ii) JPE is always 

optimal i f  p < 0 .  (iii) I f  p  > 0, d f /d p  > 0 and df/dt7r < 0.

Proof: See appendix 3.

Proposition 5.1 shows that the form o f the optimal incentive contract with respect to the 

agents’ production tasks depends on the effects o f the problem-solving activities on 

production tasks and the accuracy o f the principal’s subjective evaluation o f the agents’ 

problem-solving efforts. Specifically, proposition 5.1 shows that JPE is optimal if  the 

effects o f agent i’s problem-solving effort on agent j ’s performance (v) is bigger than a 

critical value (v*). Although there exists a performance measure with respect to the 

problem-solving task (xT), the principal chooses to use JPE to induce optimal problem

solving effort if  the effects o f the agent i’s problem-solving effort on agent j ’s performance 

is significant. If  the effects o f agent i’s problem-solving effort on agent j ’s performance is 

significant, both agents do not exercise optimal problem-solving effort under RPE since 

their problem-solving efforts increase the performance o f the other agent, which may
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reduce the agents’ rewards. Therefore, if  there are significant effects o f problem-solving 

effort, the principal utilizes JPE to induce the agents* problem-solving efforts.

The second result in proposition 5.1 shows that JPE is always optimal if  p < 0.

This is because an agent’s good performance signals the possibility o f favorable 

environmental shocks, which in turn implies the possibility o f unfavorable environmental 

shocks to the other agent. Since the agents are compensated more if  unfavorable 

environmental shocks are realized, an agent’s rewards increase as the other agent’s 

performance increases. This result holds even if  there is no uncertainty associated with 

problem-solving efforts (i.e., or = 0 ).

In contrast, the principal can use RPE to elicit information about the common 

environmental shock if  p > 0. In this case, it is important to compare this benefit of RPE to 

the benefits o f JPE in inducing problem-solving effort. The third result in proposition 5.1 

shows the area within which RPE is optimal increases as the effects o f the common 

environmental shocks on the agents’ production tasks, p, increase given p > 0. In this case, 

the benefit associated with information about the common environmental shocks increases 

and, therefore, the value of RPE increases. The third result o f the proposition 5.1, 

however, also shows that the critical value (v*) increases as or increases if  p > 0 .

Therefore, the area within which JPE is optimal increases as the uncertainty associated 

with the principal’s evaluation increases. As the uncertainty associated with the principal’s 

evaluation increases, the informational value o f her evaluation about the agents’ problem

solving efforts decreases and the importance o f the agents’ production performance as an 

additional information source about the agents' problem-solving efforts increases. In this
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case, JPE can maximize information about an agent’s problem-solving effort since both 

agents’ performance is affected by the agent’s problem-solving effort, although the 

principal loses information about the common environmental shocks which can be elicited 

if  she uses RPE.

5.4 Conclusion

hi this chapter, I examine situations where (i) an agent’s effort affects both his and 

the other agent’s performance in sequential production and (ii) both agents are engaged in 

problem-solving activities. The analysis o f the first situation shows that the form of an 

agent’s incentive contract depends on the effect o f the agent’s effort on the performance 

measure. If the first agent can affect the outcome o f the second task while the second agent 

cannot affect the outcome o f the first task, the first agent’s optimal incentive contract is 

JPE since the principal can better off by using information about both agents’ performance 

and compensating the first agent positively with respect to both agents’ performance. 

Conversely, the second agent's optimal incentive contract resembles RPE since the 

principal wants to discern the effects of the outcome o f the first task on the final outcome 

from the second agent’s compensation. Although the optimal contract resembles RPE, the 

source o f this type of incentive contract is not the common environmental shocks usually 

examined in the literature, but the fact that the second agent’s performance includes both 

agents' contributions.

The analysis o f the second situation shows that a team-oriented incentive contract 

(i.e., JPE) with respect to production tasks can be used to motivate an agent to exercise
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desired problem-solving efforts when they are assigned to both problem-solving tasks and 

production tasks and the errors associated with the principal’s subjective evaluation on the 

problem-solving efforts are sufficiently large. Furthermore, it is shown that the area within 

which JPE is optimal increases as the uncertainty associated with the principal’s evaluation 

increases. As the uncertainty increases, the benefits o f team-oriented performance 

measurement (i.e., JPE) increase since JPE maximizes information about an agent’s 

problem-solving effort by allowing the principal to examine the effects o f an agent’s 

problem-solving efforts on both agents’ performance. Although Itoh (1991,1992) shows a 

similar result introducing the possibility o f an agent’s helping effort, his model does not 

consider the possibilities o f the principal’s evaluation o f problem-solving efforts and an 

agent’s problem-solving effort improving both agent’s performance simultaneously.
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This dissertation analyzes the design o f managerial accounting systems in the 

context o f performance evaluation and control. In particular, the focus o f this dissertation 

is the optimality of team-oriented organizational structures and performance measurement 

systems. Although the economic benefits o f competition-oriented organizational structures 

are relatively well examined in the literature, the economic benefits o f team-oriented 

organizational structures and cooperation-oriented performance measurement systems have 

seldom been examined until recently. This dissertation provides a theoretical rationale for 

the effective use o f team-oriented performance measurement systems through the analysis 

o f the implications o f specific relationships among agents and their tasks for the design o f 

performance measurement systems. These results help to understand the sources o f 

benefits associated with team-oriented organizational structures and performance 

measurement systems. Furthermore, clarification of the relationships between performance 

measurement systems and other organizational characteristics can lead to improved 

managerial accounting systems, which in turn lead to improved organization members’ 

decision making and organizations’ overall performance.

Using several principal-multiagent models, I derive conditions under which team- 

oriented performance measurement systems are optimal. First, I examine conditions under 

which information systems based on team performance measures are better than 

information systems based on individual performance measures for motivating an agent. 

The analysis in chapter 3 shows that team-oriented information systems are optimal if: (i)
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the realization o f the externality o f the other agent’s performance increases as the agent’s 

effort increases, or (ii) the realization o f the externality decreases as the agent’s effort 

increases and the effects o f the agent’s effort on his performance decreases as the other 

agent’s performance increases. In both cases, the agent utilizes information about the other 

agent’s performance measures to decide his effort level. This decision-facilitating effect of 

individual information increases the principal’s expected costs o f inducing the agent’s 

desired effort, and hence leads to team-oriented performance measurement systems. 

Furthermore, as the accuracy o f indivi dual performance measures increases, the negative 

effects o f individual information systems increase. Therefore, the benefits o f information 

generated by a performance measurement system should be examined in terms of 

employees’ task structures and employees’ uses o f information since more accurate 

information is not always beneficial for organizations.

Second, the analysis in chapter 4 demonstrates that (i) the relationship between the 

cooperation activities and the individual productive activities and (ii) the significance of 

the effects o f the cooperation activities on the individual productive activities determine 

the effectiveness o f team-oriented performance measurement systems. Although the 

principal loses information about agents’ environmental factors by using team-oriented 

performance measurement systems, team-oriented systems enable the principal to induce 

the agents’ cooperation activities more effectively if  the cooperative activities and the 

productive activities are significantly separable. Hence, the analysis shows that the 

optimality of team-oriented performance measurement systems depends not on the
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existence of the employees’ cooperation opportunities, but on the relationship between 

employees’ cooperation opportunities and individual productive activities.

Finally, in chapter 5 ,1 examine the effects o f agents’ problem-solving activities on 

performance measurement systems. It is assumed the employer can subjectively assess the 

effectiveness o f the outcomes o f the problem-solving task on production tasks. The 

analysis shows that team-oriented performance measurement systems with respect to 

production tasks can be used to motivate the agents to exercise proper problem-solving 

efforts if  the errors associated with the principal’s subjective assessment o f problem

solving activities are significantly large. Therefore, the benefits o f team-oriented 

performance measurement systems stem from their ability to induce employees’ 

cooperation by complementing imperfect performance evaluation of problem-solving 

activities.

There are several future research areas to examine. First, this dissertation does not 

examine the detailed implications of various modem manufacturing and management 

concepts on performance measurement systems and organizational structures. For 

example, Just-In-Time (JIT), Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), and lean production 

change the manufacturing processes and the relationships among agents. As a result, 

understanding interactions between those changes and performance measurement systems 

and organizational structures becomes important in business success. Therefore, future 

research should include a rich set of manufacturing and management practices and examine 

the efficiency and effectiveness o f team-oriented approaches.
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Second, the effectiveness o f “teams” is determined not only by performance 

measurement systems but also by various organizational features such as interactions 

among team members and their tasks, interrelationships among various teams, 

management styles and structures, organizational environment, and education/training 

(e.g., Hackman, 1990; Dumain, 1994; Miller and Butler, 1996). Although this dissertation 

addresses some of these features, many important features remain to be examined. For 

example, the answers to the following questions will provide some insights about the 

benefits o f team-based organizational structures: (i) Who should be included in a team? 

What attributes o f team members produce an effective team? (ii) To what extent is it 

beneficial to allow teams to decide their performance goals and activities? (iii) What are 

the optimal relationships among various teams? Is it optimal to allow teams to compete 

against each other?

Finally, empirical tests o f the results can be performed. The effects o f information 

systems, task structures, agents’ relationships, and performance measurement systems on 

team members’ decision makings can be examined through field studies, experiments, or 

archival tests. Furthermore, empirical research may identify more subtle interactions 

among team members.
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Proof of lemma 3.1:

Some additional notation is defined to simplify the analysis: 

k y = probCxo : e,,, e ^  = phqH,g + ( l - p ^ b i  

k2 = prob(xB : e„, eu) = p ^ l - q ^  + (l-Ph)OqH,b); 

k3 = prob(Xo : e„ ea) = p ^  + ( l - p ,) ^ ;  

k4 = prob(xB : e„ ea) = p#(l-qH,g) + (l-p,)(l-qH.b); 

k5 = prob(Xo : e,,, e j  = Ph^g + (i-P iX .*

K  = prob(xB : e„, e j  = PhCl-q^g) + (l-pO C l-q^;

k7 = probCxo : e„ e j  = p , ^  + (l-pe)qL,b;

k8 = prob(xB : e(, e j  = p^l-q^g) + (l-p ,)(l-qL.b).

Using these probabilities, the principal's problem under the team information system can 

be rewritten as the following:

Min ECp = k / 5 1 (xG)+s2 (xG)) + k2 (5 1 (xB)+s2 (xB))

V i ( * g )  +  M i ( * b)  -  c i ( e h ) *  0  

k^zC^o) + * 0

k ^ C O  + kyS^Xa) - * kjj^Xc) + k ^ x ^  - c^e,)

k,52(xG) + kyS^B) - c ^ a )  * k ^ fro ) + V 2 C*a) -

•Si ( ^ g )  *  c i ( e h ) 

s,(xb) * c^e,,)

(PI)

(P2)

(12)

(LI)

(L2)
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(L3)

^ b) * ^ h) (L4)

The first two constraints (PI) and (P2) are two agents’ individual rationality constraints, 

and the second two constraints (II) and (1 2 ) are their incentive compatibility constraints. 

The last four constraints represent the two agent’s limited liability constraints. Since the 

individual rationality constraints are trivially satisfied due to the limited liability 

constraints, the proof focuses only on the incentive compatibility constraints. Equation 

(II) can be rewritten as

Since an increase in s^.%) requires an accompanying increase in s^Xq), the optimal s,(xB) is 

the minimum payment, which is c,(eA). Since equation ( II ') is binding, the optimal st(xG) 

is

s^Xb) + Aj / (k, - k3).

Similarly, equation (12) reveals that the optimal incentive contract should be 

SaM  = h), and S2 (xG) = Sjtrg) + A2  /  (k! - IC5 ).

(kt - k3 )sl(*G) + (kj - k^s^xg) * Aj,

or

(k, ■ k3 )(sl(rG) - S|(Xg)) ^ At. an

□

Proof of lemma 3.2:

Some additional notation is defined to simplify the analysis:

m, = probCxt-: lp e*, e„) = + ( l - a ^ t , ;
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m2 = prob(xB : Ig, e„, c^) = ^ ( 1 -%^) + (l-cO C l-W i

m 3 = prob(xo : 1 ^ e„, e j  = + ( l - a jq ^ ;

m4  = prob(xB : Ig, e j  = a ^ l - q ^  + (l-ctJCl-qu,);

m5  = prob(xG : Ib, e,,, e j  = p ro b ^  : Ib, e„ e j  = q ^ ;

mg = prob(xB : Ib, eg) = prob(xB : Ib, ef, e j  = (l-qHb);

m7  = prob(XG : I* e* e j  = p ro b ^  : I* e„ e j  = q ^ ;

mg = prob(xB : I* e^ e j  = prob(xB : Ib, e„ e j  = (l-q Ub);

m* = prob(Ig : e j  = ph + (1-PXl-pJ;

m 1 0  = prob(Ib : e„) = P(l-Pb);

mH = prob(Ig : et) = p, + (l-p)(l-p,);

m 1 2  = prob(Ib : et) = P(l-p,);

m 1 3  = probCxc : Ig, e„ = a , ^  + ( l - c ^ q ^

m l 4  = prob(xB : Ig, e„ e„) = a^l-q^g) + (l-a,X l-qHfb);

m 1 5  = prob(xG : Ig, e„ e j  = + ( l - a , ) ^ ;

m l 6  = prob(xB : Ig, e„ e j  = a f(l-qLg) +

Using these probabilities, the principal's problem under the individual information system 

can be written as the following:

Min ECp = {m9 [m 1J 1 (/g,xG)+m2 J 1 (/gpcB)] + m Jm 5 J 1 (/b,xG)+ n v I(/b,xB)] } 

sI-12 + {m^m Is 2 (Ig,xG)+m2 s2 (/g,xB)] + m 1 0 [m5 5 2 (Ib,xG)+m(?y2(/b̂ B)]}

subject to
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m̂m̂C/̂Xĉm̂C/ĝCB)] + m10[m̂l(4,xG)+nv1(4,XB)] - c,(0 * 0 (P3)

m,52(/gTrG) + z  0 (P4)

myS2(4»*G) _ Citei) ^ 0 (P5)

n^Cm^^/g^^m^tC/g^CB)] + m l0[m5s1(/bpcG)+ n v 1(/b̂ cB)] - c ,( 0  

:> mll[ml3j l(/g,xG)+mlifs1(/g^B)] + m J J V i^ J + n V iC W l  - ci ( 0  (13)

° V 2(/g,xG) + m^C/g^B) - c ^ h )  ^ m3s2(ig*rG) + - <h(ei)  (H)

^ zC ^ g) * ^ (^ h) ^ ^ zC ^ g) "** EVzĈIĵ b) " ^ (^ l) (13)

(̂̂ g) * ci(0 (L5)

^i( V b) * c ,( 0  (L6)

5 ,(4 ^ )  * c,CO (L7)

i(4»^b) ^ c,(Ch) (L8)

si(?g> xQ) ^ ^ h )  (L9)

xb) ^ ^(^h) (L10)

•̂ (/b* xg) ^ ^ (^ h) (L11)

52(4> xb) ^ ^ (^ h) (LI2)

Since the individual rationality constraints are trivially satisfied due to the limited liability 

constraints, the proof focuses only on the incentive compatibility constraints. Equation 

(13) can be rewritten as

(n v n , - m um Js^/pX c) +  ( n y ^  - mum14) 5,(/8,Xb)

- (m , 2  - ml0 )[m 5 5 ,(4 ^ )  + 0 ^ ( 4 ,Xb)] i  A,. (13')
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Since (m I 2  - m,0) > 0 and any increases in either ̂ 1(7j>pcG) or s,(/b,xB) must be accompanied 

by the increases in 5 ,(/g,xG) and/or s,(/g,xB), the principal limits s 1 (/b,xG) and to the

minimum wage, which is c,(eA). Then, equation (13') can be rewritten as

(rn9m r  um 1 3 )Si(/g,xG) + (n v n j-m ,^ ,^  s^ X b ) - (m u -m ^ e a )  * A,. (13")

Since equation (13") is binding, the following relationship can be obtained:

a s ^ X o ) /  6^(7,,Xg) = -(nvn 2  - muml4) / (n y ^  - mum 13). (13'")

Then, it can be shown that the principal's expected costs (ECp) increases as s^/^Xg) 

increases:

dECp / ds^fyXg) = n y n , [d s^X o ) / d s^X a)] + m ^

= -m ^ t [(m^m2  - mum14) / (nyn, - mum13)] + n y n j

= (1 “ P)vff f  (Qftg * (l”P)<lnb)
* 0 .

Therefore, the principal limits ̂ (/^Xg) to the minimum wage. The optimal level of 

Si(Ig,Xc) can be obtained from equation (13"):

(nyn , - m I1 m 1 3 >sI(/g,xG) + (m jn2 - mnm14) c,(eA) - (m I 2  - m 1 0 )c,(eA) s A„

or

( n y ^  - mllm 1 3 )(5 l(/g,xG) - cx(eh)) + (m, - mu) ct(eA) - (m 1 2  - m 1 0 )c1 (eA) * At,

or

^i(/g,Xc) =  A, /  (nvn! - mnm13) + c,(e*),

or

J i(V d ) =  Aj /  ((pb - Pi)(qng ■ ( l_P)<lH,b)) + ci(e*)- 

To derive the second agent's incentive contract, equations (14) and (IS) can be rewrit: eu as
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(mt - m3) (s2(IgyxG) - s 2 (/grxB)) z A2; (14')

(ms - m7) (s2 (IbrxG) - s 2 (/brrB)) z A2. (15')

Following the previous logic, it is evident that the incentive contract specified in lemma 

3.2 is optimal under the individual information system.

□

Proof of observation 3.1:

(1) Suppose P e  [0, 1). Then, > p,,. If 0g > 0b, then Bf < B j < B2 since ah > ph and (ah 

0g + ( 1 -0  0b) > (ph 0g + (1-pn) 0b) * 0b. Similarly, if  0g < 0b, then Bf > B2 > Bf. If 0g = 

0b, then Bf = B2 =  Bf.

(2) Suppose P = 1. Then, Bf = B2 since a,, = ph. The comparison between B2 and Bf can 

be obtained by using the same analysis in ( 1 ).

□

Proof of proposition 3.1:

From equation (3.6), it is clear that W2  - Wf < 0 if  (1) (0g- Qb)> 0  and (vH ~v1) > 0 ot (2) 

(0g- ©b) < 0 and (vH - v j  <0. Therefore, it suffices to prove the following:

( 1 ) (0 g- ©b) > 0  if  (%  - v j  > 0 ,

and

(2 ) K - v £)< O if ( 0 g- 0 b)<O.

First, suppose (yff - v^) > 0. Then,
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(Og-0b) =(q*g-qL*)-(qH.b-qL,b)

= Cflftg " <lH,b) " (Qug * %J>)

= qHj>(vff-i)-qL ,b(V i-i)

^q iu ,(vf f -v£)

> 0.

Second, suppose (0g- 0 ^  < 0. Then,

( vH - v l)  =  ( v f f  -1) -  ( vL -1)

=  ^H ,b * ( f lf tg  "  <fa ,b ) "  % ,b  1 (QL,g "  ^L ,b )

^  ^ H b  1 [ ( % ,g ‘  % ,b )  "  (< Il *  "  4 u > )]

= QhJj 1 [(̂ H* " *lL,g) " (Oh* " Qub)]

=qH.b'l (0g-0b)

< 0.

□

Proof of proposition 3.2:

The principal's problem under the delayed individual information system can be written as 

the following:

Min ECp = {m9 [m 15 l(/ĝ cG)+m 2 s1 (/g,xB)] + ml0 [m5 s 1 (/b,xG)+m ^ 1 (/b,xB)] }

sl.s2 + {m9[m152(Ig,xG)+m?s2(/irxB)] + m10[mss2(Ib,xG)+i ¥ 2( W ] }

subject to

m9[ml̂ 1(/g,xG)+m2s1(/g,xB)] + ml0[msi 1(/b,xG)+nv1(/blxB)] - Cjfo) * 0
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m^m^C/g^c) + m^zC/g^B)] + mI0[myS2(/brxG) + n v 2(/b,rB)] - ^ h) * 0 

m9[m1j 1(/g,xG)+m2sI(/g,xB)] + ml0[m5s1(/b,xG)+m<?sl(/b̂ B)] - c ^

* m, 1[m13j 1(/g,xG)+in14J 1(/g,xB)] + m12[m ^1(/b,xG)+mtfs1(/b,xB)] - ct(e() 

n ^ M V c )  + mySzC/ĝ B)] + m10[n v 2(/byrG) + iiV i^ b)] ‘ ^ h)

* + IV 2( V b)] + ml2[mTS2C4»*<̂  + °V 2(4»Xb)] -

S I  *  C 1 ( e h )  « a d ^ 2  *  c i ( « H > -

The principal’s problem under the team information system is the same as the above 

problem with the following four additional constraints:

*>'i(/ g>xG) = 5i(/b’xG);

•*i(fg,xB) = s l(/b,xB); 

s2(fpXG) = s2(IbJxG); 

s2( ^ b) =

Since the delayed individual information system can always mimic the team information 

system, it is at least the same as, and sometimes dominant over, the team information 

system.

□
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Proof of lem m a  4.1:

Since JPE, BRPE, and TRPE are derived in the text, it suffices to prove that w0l = w,,,, = 0 

under the optimal incentive contract. Moreover, since both agents' individual rationality 

constraints are not binding, I will focus only on equations (4.2) and (4.3), which can be 

rewritten as the following:

((Pi+c)2 - Pi2) w n + ((pi+e)(l-pre) - P i(l“Pi)) w l0 

+ ((l-P r e)(Pi+e) - (l-Pi)Pi) woi +  ((l-Pi-e)2 - (1-P,)2) Woo

^ 0; (4.2')

((Pi+e)2 - PoPi) wu + ((p!+eXl-p,-e) - p0(l-Pi)) w10 

+ ((l-p r e)(p,+e) - (l-p0)Pi) w01 + ((1-pi-e)2 - (1-poXl-p,)) wM

£ e / (l-o). (4.3')

Since (l-p r e)2 - (l-p0)(l-Pi) < ( l-P rE)2 - (1-p,)2 < 0, an increase in decreases the left- 

hand sides o f equations (4.2') and (4.3'). Therefore, it is obvious that the principal does 

not pay agent i if  both agents’ tasks fail (i.e., w ,̂* = 0) because an increase in requires 

an increase in either wlt, w10, or w01 to satisfy equations (4.2') and (4.3'), increasing the 

principal's expected costs.

Furthermore, the principal does not pay agent i if  agent i’s task fails but agent f  s 

task succeeds (i.e., w01* = 0). To see this, first suppose that ((l-pj-eX p^e) - (1 -p ^ J  < 0. 

Since 0 > ((l-p i-e)^ ,-^) - (l-Pi)P!) > ((l-P rcXPi+c) - (!-Po)Pi)» equations (4.2') and (4.3') 

imply that an increase in w01 requires an increase in  either wu or w10. Hence, w01* = 0.
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Second, suppose that ((1-p^eXpj+e) - ( l - p ^ )  > 0 and w01 > 0. The cooperation-related 

incentive condition (4.2') holds trivially because ((1-p^cXpj+e) - (l-pjlpj) >  0. Now, it 

can be shown that the principal is strictly better off by decreasing w0I down to zero with an 

appropriate increase in w10. The work-related incentive constraint (4.3') implies that dw10 / 

dw0i = -((l-Pi-e)(Pi+e) - (l-Po)Pi)1 (Pi+e)(l-pr e) - p0(l-p ,»  > -1 and, hence, dC/dw0l = 

(p1+e)(l-p1-e)((5w10/5w01) +1) > 0. Since the principal’s expected costs increase as w01 

increases, the principal can decrease her expected costs by decreasing w01 and increasing 

w10 while ensuring that equation (4.2') holds. Therefore, w01* = 0.

□

Proof of proposition 4.1:

(i) Suppose that e > Max{0, l-2p,}. Since TRPE is not possible if  e >  l-2p„ the proof 

proves that the expected costs for the principal under JPE are less than the expected costs 

under BRPE if  o < o*.

Q  - CBR = -e(e+2p1)(ep0(e+p1) - o(e+p, -p0-ep0X l-Pre))

/ ((l-oX pi-poX p^eX e^eprPoPi+p^)).

Hence, Cj - CbR < 0 iff

ep0(e+Pi) - o(e+p,-p0-ep0X l-p1-e)> 0,

or

o < o ' = ep0(e+pl)/(e+p1-p0-ep0)(l-p1-e».
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(ii) Suppose e £ l-2p!. Then, the proof compares only JPE and TRPE because BRPE is 

(weakly) dominated by TRPE due to the linearity o f the principal’s problem if  e s l-2pt.

A simple calculation shows that Cj - > 0 iff

ePo(c+Pi) - a (e+PrP<rePo)(l-Pre) < 0,

or

a > a \

□

Proof of proposition 4.2:

(1) do* / de = (p0(l-Pi)(e2+ (2e+p1)(p1-p0)) /  ((l-e-p^VPo-epo+Pi)2) > °-

(2) do* / ap0 = (e(p ,+e)2) /  ((l-e-p^e-po-epo+p,)2) > 0.

(3) da* / dpt = (ep0(e2 - p0(l+e) + 2ept + p,2)) /  ((l-e-pifte-po-epo+p^2) < 0 iff

e < ‘Mpq - 2pt + (Po(4+Po-4Pi)) 'A-

□

Proof of lemma 4.2:

Suppose the cooperation and work decisions are separable.

(i) s0I = s00 = 0 under the optimal incentive contract.

If the cooperation and work decisions can be separated, the formal principal’s 

problem is

Mini w ^  Z  = 2K °+0  ~°XPi +8)tei +e))J ii + (1 ~o)(pl +e)(l -p x ~e>f10
+ (1 -o )(l -p l ~e)(pl +e)j0I + (1 -o )(l -p x -e)(l -p x - e )^ ]
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(o-Kl-oXp^Xpi+cW su + (l-oXPi+cXl-Pi-e)sI0

+ (l-o)(l-pi-eXp,+e)Soi +  (l-oXl-Pre)(l-pi-e)Soo * 0;

138

OR)

((Pi+e)2 - p,2) su + ((p^eXl-Pi-e) - p ,(l-p ,)) sl0 

+ ((l-Pi-e)(pt+c) - (l-Pi)Pi) So, + ((l-p,-e)2 - (1-p,)2) s*, ;> 0; aci>

((Pi+e)2 - Po(Pi+^e» s„ + ((p,+eXl-Pi-e) - p0(l-Pi-Ae» s10 

+ ((l-p,-e)(p,+e) - (l-PoXp^A-e)) So, + ((l-p,-e)2 - (l-p0Xl-p,-*e)) Sqo 

* e/(l-o). (IC2)

((Pi+e)2 - PoPi) s„ + ((Pt+eXl-Pi-e) - p0(l-p,)) s,0

+ ((l-P re)(Pl+e) - (l'Po)Pi) Sqi + ((1-Pi-e)2 - (1-poXl-Pi)) Sqo * e/(l-o). (IC3)

Equation (IR) denotes agent 1 and agent 2’s individual rationality constraints. There are 

three incentive compatibility constraints for each agent. Equation (IC1) represents agent 1 

and agent 2’s cooperation-related incentive compatibility constraints given both agents 

“work”. Equation (IC2) represents agent 1 and agent 2’s work-related incentive 

compatibility constraints given both agents are “cooperative1'. Equation (IC3) represents 

agent 1 and agent 2 's incentive compatibility constraints to simultaneously induce both

S j j *  0, i = l, 2, y '= l ,  2, i * j , x,e{0,1}, andXj<= {0,1}. (LL)
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cooperation and work. Finally, equation (LL) represents both agents' limited liability 

constraint. Since the left-hand side o f equation (IR) is always non-negative due to the 

limited liability constraints, both agents' individual rationality constraints are not binding.

Since (l-p r e)2-(l-p0)(l-p,) < (l-p r e)2-(l-p,)2 < 0 and (l-p1-e)2-(l-p0)(l-p1-A.e) < 0, 

an increase in s^, decreases the left-hand sides of conditions (IC l), (IC2), and (IC3). 

Therefore, it is obvious that the principal does not pay agent i if  both agents’ tasks fail 

(i.e., Sqo* = 0) because an increase in s^  requires an increase in either stl, sI0, or s01 to satisfy 

equations (IC l), (IC2) and (IC3), increasing the principal's expected costs.

Furthermore, the principal does not pay agent i if  agent i’s task fails but agent /  s 

task succeeds (i.e., = 0). To prove this, first suppose that ((l-p^eX p^e) - ( l - p ^ ,)  < 0.

Since 0 > ((l-p1-e)(p1+e) - (1 -p ^ i) > ((1-PrcXPi+e) - (l-Po)Pi) > ((l-P rc)(Pi+c) - G - 

p0)(Pi+A.e», equations (ICl), (IC2), and (IC3) imply that an increase in s01 must accompany 

with an increase in either su or Si0. Hence, s^* = 0. Second, suppose that ((l-p1-e)(p1+e) - 

(l-p,)p,) > 0 and s0l > 0. Equation (IC l) holds trivially because ((l-Pi-eXp^e) - (l-p ^p ^

> 0. Furthermore, equations (IC2) or (IC3) or both are binding under the optimal contract. 

Now, it can be shown that the principal is strictly better off by decreasing s01 down to zero 

with an appropriate increase in s10. Equation (IC2) implies that ds10 / 0sol = -((l-p1-e)(pl+e) 

- (l-po)(p,+A.e)) / (pj+cKl-pj-e) - p0(l-Pi-A.e)) > -1. Equation (IC3) implies that ds10 /  6s01 = 

-((l-pr e)(pi+e) - (l-p0)Pi) / (pft-eXl’Pr®) - Po(l-Pi)) > ’ !• Therefore, under the optimal 

contract, dZJds0l = (pI+e)(l-p1-6)((3s,0/3so1) + 1) > 0. Since the principal’s expected costs 

increase as s0l increases, the principal can decrease her expected costs by decreasing s01 and
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increasing sI0 while requiring the binding incentive constraint(s) to hold. Therefore, s0l* = 

0.

(ii) The optimal incentive contract is one o f JPE, IPE, BRPE, or TRPE.

The optimal contract for agent i in the separable case must be one o f the following 

three wage schemes:

(51) sn > 0, andsl0 = 0;

(52) Sjj = 0, and sI0 >0;

(53) sn > 0, and s l0 > 0.

The schemes (SI) and (S2) represent JPE and TRPE, respectively. If  the contract form

(SI) is optimal, then the binding incentive constraint (4.14) implies 

su = e l  [(l-o)((pt+8)2 - p0(pi+Ae))] ands10 = 0, 

which trivially satisfies the two other incentive constraints since

0 < (pi+e)2 - p0(Pi+Ae) < (Pi+e)2 - PoPi < (Pi+e)2 - Pi2- 

The expected costs for the principal under this JPE contract are 

Z, = (o +(1 -o)(p j+e)2)e/[( 1 -o)((p !+e)2 - Pofo+A.e))].

If the contract form (S2) is the optimal incentive contract, then e £ l-2pt to satisfy 

the cooperation-related incentive constraint (4.13). If e s l-2p,, the binding incentive 

constraint (4.15) implies

sn = 0 and sl0 = e / [(l-oX(Pi+e)(l-p,-e) - p0(l-p,))], 

which is TRPE. TRPE satisfies the two other incentive constraints only if  e s  l-2pt since 

0 < (pt+e)2 - pt(l-p ,) only if  e < l-2p„

and
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(Pi+«02 * Pi(l-Pi) < (Pi+e)2 - Po(l-pt) < ((Pi+e)2 - p0(l-p r A8)).

The expected costs for the principal under this TRPE contract are 

Ztr = (Pi+eXl-p^e))* /  [(p1+e)(l-p1-e) - p0(l-P!)].

If the contract form (S3) is optimal, then two o f the three incentive compatibility 

constraints are binding.67 First, if  equations (4.13) and (4.14) bind, then

s„ = (e - (l-2p,))e /  (Pi(e-p0+Pi)(l-o)) and s10 = (e+2p,)e /  (p,(&+Pi-po)(l-a)).

This incentive contract, however, violates the limited liability constraints since sn < 0. 

Furthermore, it cannot satisfy equation (4.15) because the left-hand side o f equation (4.15) 

using the suggested su and s10 results in -(ep0)e /  (p^e-Po+PiXl-®))* which is negative.

This implies that inducing “work” and “cooperation” separably cannot induce “work” and 

“cooperation” simultaneously. If the principal induces “work” (“cooperation”) alone 

assuming “cooperation” (“work”) as a given, the agents choose to “shirk” and effect 

“noncooperation”.

Second, if  equations (4.14) and (4.15) bind, 

s„ = s l0 = e /  ((e+Pj-PoXl-a)) = s, 

which satisfies equation (4.13) since the left-hand side of equation (4.13) is es, which is 

trivially non-negative. If  the principal constructs the incentive scheme under which “work 

and cooperation” weakly dominates both “shirk and cooperation” and “shirk and 

noncooperation”, then she can assure that “work and cooperation” (weakly) dominates 

“work and noncooperation”. Moreover, the incentive scheme shows the principal pays the

67 If only one incentive compatibility constraint is binding, the linearity o f the 
problem implies either su or s10 must be zero. All three constraints are binding only if  e = 
0.
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agent if  the agent’s task succeeds regardless of the other agent’s performance. Also, the 

principal’s expected costs under the IPE scheme are 

Z,pe = (o + (l-aX pt+e))e /  ((e+p,-Po)(l-o)).

Finally, equations (4.13) and (4.15) bind only if  e > l-2pt. Otherwise, equation 

(4.13) is trivially satisfied for any su and sI0 combination, which implies either JPE or 

TRPE is optimal. If  equations (4.13) and (4.15) bind, the suggested wage scheme is 

s,i = (c - (l-2pj))e / ((p,-p0)(p1+e)(l-o))

and

s10 = (2p,+e)e /  ((PrP0)(Pi+e)(l-a)), 

which satisfies equation (4.14). This scheme is exactly BRPE because sn < s I0. The 

principal’s expected costs under BRPE are

ZflR = (o(e - (l-2p,)) + (l-o)Pl(p,+e))e / (l-o)(p,-p0)(p1+e).

□

Proof of proposition 4.3:

A comparison between ZjpE and Z, shows that

Zj - ZjpE =  (X-X*)e /  [(1 -o)(pj+e-p0)((p(+e) - Po(Pi+A.e))],

where

A.* = [ep0(Pi+c) - o(l-p,-e)(p1+e-po-epo)] / [ep0(o + (l-o)(p,+e))].

Therefore, Z} > ZffE if  and only if A. > X*.

□
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Proof of corollary 4.1:

It can be rewritten that k* =(A-oB) /  (C+oD), where A, B, C, and D  are constants. The 

corollary can be easily proved by differentiating k* by a.

□

Proof of proposition 4.4:

The following two lemmas are established to prove proposition 4.4.

Lemma 4.3: IPE dominates JPE i f  o  k  <f, where

( f  = (l-A)ep(fp l+e) /  [(l-p r e)(Pi+e*-Atpo-Po-ePo)] < a'

JPE dominates IPE i f  a<  cf.

Proof: A comparison between ZpE and Z, shows that

Zj - ZjpE = (a-o^e / [(l-aX P i+ e-p^ i+ e)2 - p0(Pi+Ae))], 

which is non-negative ifo  ^ o \

□
Lemma 4.4: I f  a  < a , IPE dominates both TRPE and BRPE. I f  a  k  d \ BRPE dominates 

TRPE and IPE fo r  e e(M ax{0, l-2 p j, 1-pJ and TRPE dominates BRPE and IPE fo r e e  

(0, Max{0. l-2Pl}J.

Proof: Let ZqR and Z ^  denote the principal’s expected costs under BRPE and TRPE, 

respectively. If e > l-2p„ then TRPE is not feasible, and the comparison between ZIPE and 

ZgR shows

Zipe - ZBR = -e(ep0(e+p,) - o(e+p, -p0-cpo)(l-pr e)) / ((l-°)(PrPo)(Pi+e)(e+PrPo)). 

Hence, ZTPE -ZbR < 0 iff
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ePo(e+Pi) - °(e+Pi -Po-^PoXl-Pi-e) > 0,

or

o < o ' = ep0(e+p,) /  ((e+p, -p0-epo)(l-p,-e)).

Similarly, if  e < l-2pls it can be shown that ZffE - < 0 iff o  < a*.

□
P roof o f proposition 4.4:

(1) Suppose o < o \  Then, lemma 4.3 shows that JPE dominates IPE. Also, lemma 4.4 

shows IPE dominates BRPE and TRPE since a K<a*. Therefore, JPE is optimal for all e e

(0, l-p1) if  o < o \

(2) Suppose o* £ o < o*. Then, lemma 4.3 shows that IPE dominates JPE since o  ^ a \  

Also, lemma 4.4 shows that IPE dominates BRPE and TRPE since o < o*. Therefore, IPE 

is optimal for all e e  (0 ,1-p,) if  o1 s a < a*.

(3) Suppose o £ o*. Then, lemma 4.3 shows that IPE dominates JPE since o* ^ o \  Also, 

lemma 4.4 shows that IPE is dominated by BRPE for e e  (Max{0, l-2p,}, l-p t) and by 

TRPE for e € (0, Max{0, l-2pt}]. Finally, lemma 4.2 shows TRPE is not feasible for e e 

(Max{0, l-2p,}, 1-pj) and BRPE is dominated by BRPE for e e  (0, Max{0, l-2pt}]. 

Therefore, BRPE is optimal for e e  (Max{0, l-2p,}, l-p^  and TRPE is optimal for e e  (0, 

Max{0, l-2pt}].

□
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Proof of lem m a  5.1:

(i) Given the assumptions o f the linear compensation and the exponential utility 

functions, the agents' expected utility can be calculated as

EU^ej) = -exp[-r(a0+ale1+a2(e2+ve1)-I/4el2-I>4r(a12o^+a22o^+2a1a2o,2))], (Al)

and

EU2(e2 > = -exp[-r(b0+b1e1+b2(e2+ve1)-1/4e22-l/2r(b12o^+b22a^+2b1b2o 12))]. (A l')

Let CEVj be the certainty equivalent value of taking the contract and performing the task 

with risk. Then, it follows from (A l) and (A l') that

CEV, = ao + a,e! + a2(e2+ve1) - 1/zr(a12of+a22a^+2a1a2o I2) - 'Aef, (A2)

and

CEV2 = b0 + bjCj + b ^ + v e ^  - i4r(b12o5+b22of+2b1b2o 12) - Vie?. (A2')

which consists o f an expected compensation, a risk premium, and a cost o f exerting effort. 

Since maximizing EU^Cj) is equivalent to maximizing CEV{, the agents’ incentive 

compatibility constraints can be obtained from the first order condition o f the 

maximization problem o f (A2) and (A2') as follows:

a, + vaj - ej =  0, (A3)

and

b2-e2 = C. (A3')

Also, the agents’ individual rationality constraints can be written as follows:

a,, + a^ j + a2(e2+ve1) - V4r(al2o5+a22o^+2a1a2o 12) - Vie,2 * 0, (A4)
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a„ + a1e1 + a2(e2+ve1) - I/4r(a12(r[+a22o^+2ala2a 12) - ^ e ,2 * 0.

Therefore, the principal's problem can be rewitten as

Max EUp = ej + ve, - E C s ^ , x^) - E C s^ , Xj)) 

s.t.

a„ + a^! + a2(e2+ve1) - 54r(a12of+a22o^+2a1a2ol2) - ‘/ie ,2 * 0, 

a,, + a,eI + - ,/ir(a12of+a22o^+2ala2o12) - Vie* z 0,

et = a, H-va* 

e2 ~ b2.

Using standard Lagrangian techniques, the optimal solution can be specified as in lemma

5.1.

(ii) It is easy to see that de^dv > 0 and de^/dv =  0.

(iii) These results follow directly from the fact that o 12 = vdjj, o t2 = d02 + d t2, and 

a22 = v2̂ 2 + d22.

□

Proof of lem m a  S.2:

Following the same logic as in the proof o f lemma 5.1, the principal's problem can be 

rewitten as

146

(A4')
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Max E(Xj + Xj) - E(s, + Sj) 

subject to

a0 + aT E(xr) + a, E ^ )  + a2E(x2) - I/2r(a12o2+a22o2+ar2or2+2a1a2o 12) = ViCf^+e,2), 

b0 + br E(xr) + bi E(Xj) + b2E(x2 >- %r(bli o2+b22o2-+br2or2+2b,b2o12) = V ^ + e ,2),

ei = ai>

ez = b2,

fi = ar + v(a l + a2), 

f2= b f+ v ( b I + bj).

Using standard Lagrangian techniques, the optimal solution can be identified as in lemma

5.2.

□
Proof of proposition 5.1:

(i) 32* > 0 iff

v2or2(l+2ro2-2rpo2) - po^l+ro,2) > 0

or

v>  v*,

where v* = po2(l+ror) / (or2(l+2ro2(l-p))).

(ii) If p < 0, v > 0 > v*.

(iii) dv* / daT = -po2 /(or4(l+2ro2(l-p )»  < 0 if  p > 0. Finally, it can be easily seen that 

6v*/5p > 0 if  p >0.

□
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